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Open Wide 
  
This project considers that part of the temporary and chronic problems related to food and 
eating include the disconnection between people and food in various ways and instances. 
Contact with the origin and preparation of our food is increasingly scarce, and the ritual of 
eating as a source of pleasure and socialization is changing towards new practices, 
influenced by the cult of practicality, together with the incessant demand for immediate 
reward to our gastronomic desires and cravings. This reality is generating a culture that, in 
general, and specifically in relation to food and eating, is having a hard time stopping and 
appreciating the detail, the crumb, the drop of water. 
 
These considerations led me to propose a concept that I baptized Mouth Gastronomy, 
designed to provoke, and in this way promote, self-knowledge and gastronomic autonomy 
in a concrete way, based on the belief that the deepest and most lasting changes begin 
within ourselves and in everyday situations. From this place, from direct personal 
experience, we will have more strength and conviction to contribute to the changes that the 
food ecosystem is requiring, in a collective and organized way. The emphasis is placed on 
improving our relationship with food, since no matter how good the food we eat is, if we 
do not have a good relationship and interaction with it, it will be difficult for us to progress 
towards a better edible world. 
  
  
General Framework 
Mouth Gastronomy is an original concept, born from the interest in rediscovering and 
revaluing the mouth, with a spirit of self-empowerment, in a world overwhelmed by stimuli 
and external references. Mouth Gastronomy can be defined as "cooking" in the mouth 
through deliberate and sequential steps. In this context, cooking implies any action or 
process (besides chewing) that modifies the food placed in the mouth. MG occurs when we 
use the oral cavity to its full capacity, in order to manipulate food and interact with it, to feel 
and discover its essence through its approximations and transformations in the mouth as a 
significant experience in itself, as a creative act and one of creation. 
 
Mouth Gastronomy is based on three basic principles for a good gastronomic 
relationship: quality food, little quantity, and connecting with oneself and with food 
while eating. In the first place, it is intended as a personal practice given its contemplative 
nature and the fact that the mouth will be more occupied with this activity, which would 
leave less space for conversation. In any case, it is very suitable to be enjoyed in good 
company, and also to create social situations to share with other diners, be it as 
interventions in traditional gastronomic contexts, workshops or other modes of transfer and 
sharing, as explained before. 
  
This proposal goes beyond enjoying food as a sensorial (organoleptic) experience. In this 
regard, a distinction is made between active interaction and passive tasting. In the first 
case, there is a desire and deliberate participation learned from the mouth, to discover its 
creative potential, which would otherwise go unnoticed. In the second case, tasting is about 
sensorial training through the taste buds in the mouth and the nerve endings in the nose, 
which we can understand as neural activity, both of the receptors and of the brain 
processors. In other words, MG is an experimental vein based on the idea of rediscovering 
and revaluing our own mouths as creators—accessible to everyone and at all times, and 
approached with the spirit of explorers, optimists and enthusiasts transiting their pathways. 



 

  
It should be remembered that since ancient times, human mothers pre-chewed food and 
then passed it to their young through their mouths. In this way, they managed to crush, 
moisten and warm the food, in addition to making sure that it did not have dangerous 
agents. Some say that this was the beginning of the kiss, but there is no concrete proof: it 
remains an inspirational anecdote. In the same spirit, maternal mouth feeding is a way for 
some animals to feed their young. Although in the case of MG, it is not about claiming 
historical roots or supporting evolutionary arguments, sometimes knowing aspects of 
natural history can help us to make more sense of our cultural constructions, as is 
gastronomy. 
  
This exploration of food and eating leads us directly to rediscovering a part of the body that 
is often left off the media and social radar. We are talking about the mouth- nothing more 
and nothing less. This part of our body is perhaps one of the most fascinating due to its 
capacity and complexity, as well as being a source of pleasure and constant discovery. The 
mouth is, remarkably enough, a fairly unknown terrain for the vast majority of humans, 
despite being the source of several of the acts that characterize us as a species. It is our 
sound/verbal instrument (it allows us to speak, sing, shout, laugh, cry, whistle, etc.). It is our 
communicative plasticity, together with the eyes (we make facial expressions, grimaces). It 
is our love muscle with which we kiss and give pleasure. And, mainly, it is the gateway to 
our body to nourish us with food and oxygen. As intimate as it is public, it is our most 
important interface for interacting with the world, and with others. It should be remembered 
that, although we are talking here mainly about the mouth, it is the nose that allows us to 
recognize flavors by identifying odors through the aftertaste. The taste buds of the tongue 
identify the five basic tastes (sweet, sour, salty, bitter and umami), but it is only with the 
olfactory complement that taste becomes flavor. 
  
The values from which MG arises are the following: 

·   Connect: giving more time to the basic and fundamental things, like imagining, savoring, 
chewing and digesting. Being able to stop to feel and understand the essential 
phenomena of eating and nourishing oneself. Giving time to time... 

·   Empowering oneself: being more critical and autonomous in relation to the market and 
consumption, improving one's own abilities and confidence, including self-awareness. 

·   Do more with less: enjoy more and feel fuller, in the largest sense of the word, with 
fewer resources, less consumption and less waste. 

  
This proposal also makes sense in relation to the current predominance of taste and image, 
which has enormous consequences for our identity, health and food enjoyment. The 
concept of a flavor disconnected from the content or the original food is today a widespread 
and naturalized practice, such as pizza with a roasted flavor, or the meta-flavor paradox, 
such as using banana split ice cream to make a real banana split. This phenomenon of the 
random is similar to when a decontextualized image distances us from the possibility of a 
deeper understanding and meaning of the main focus, especially with the advent and the 
furor of the perfect image of food, and other things, such as our bodies. This distances us 
from our realities and possibilities, which creates excessive expectations and frustration, 
often cruel to oneself and to others. 
 
In my personal experience, I can recognize a non-linear relationship between pleasure and 
satisfaction, mediated by expectation. When I look for gastronomic pleasure, I generally find 
it easily and immediately: enjoying a spoonful of something delicious, sipping an exquisite 
infusion, without major complications. But I don't know if I would say that the experience 
gives me real satisfaction. Now, when I undertake a more complete activity, which implies a 
challenge for me (as when I cook and eat an artichoke, or when I prepare a ripe mango to 



 

eat), there is a certain know-how and ability that's being put into play inorder to master the 
experience. It is in these situations where pleasure is directly proportional to the degree of 
engagement and effort, and where, at least for me, greater satisfaction is achieved. 
  
The expectation, sometimes accompanied by predisposition, and not always conscious, is 
what places us in a certain place where the degree of satisfaction or frustration depends on 
how close we get to the goal. Let's compare these two situations: on the one hand, an 
instance of MG where one sits with a handful of peanuts and a piece of chocolate, ready to 
play and discover results that depend on oneself; on the other hand, someone who is very 
aware of going out to a fashionable restaurant, which may imply a long wait until a 
reservation becomes available, a long trip (sometimes international) and a high monetary 
cost. In these situations, the investment, in every sense (time, effort, money), is balanced 
with the expectation, which, in the second case, is surely too high to deserve so much 
effort. The result of these hypothetical experiences can vary between different people, but 
there is no doubt that, in the final equation of the degree of satisfaction, the expectation is 
decisive. 
 
I am reminded of a concept learned from game theory, which says that the most complete 
games are those that are easy to learn, but difficult to master. Chess is a good example: 
assimilating the rules is quite accessible, but becoming an expert is extremely difficult for 
most people. Bridging the distances, the analogy can be applied to this proposal, since it 
proposes very simple and accessible practices, but in turn, the more they are practiced, the 
more it opens the door to take each action towards its maximum version, which creates an 
interesting challenge, without scaring or intimidating in the process. We could say, quoting 
a great creator and thinker, R. Buckminster Fuller: minimum inventory, maximum diversity. 
 
In short, this proposal is aimed at improving our appreciation and respect for food, since it 
proposes establishing a more direct, sensitive and attentive contact with it. This can 
contribute to eating more of the things that are really good for us, and less of the things that 
are bad for us, by relearning and retraining ourselves to appreciate basic and local flavors, 
without the need to always satiate cravings for salt, sugar and fat. MG can also help us eat 
amounts and portions that are fairer to our bodies, as it allows us to better feel and 
understand what is happening physiologically, including the actual timing of the sensors 
that inform and alert us of metabolic limits and balances. 
  
Hopefully, the proposal to think of the mouth as a kitchen motivates and raises awareness 
about this untapped potential, one that goes beyond the circuits dedicated to gastronomy 
with a focus on the organoleptic. Perhaps because the mouth-gastronomy relationship was 
so established in its sensory function, other aspects have not really been further explored, 
such as oral and food ergonomics. From the aesthetics of taste to the art of eating, passing 
through the science of tasting, the mouth and its relationship with food is an exploration that 
motivates, both for its scope (here, now and for everyone) and for its relevance, since that 
improves the quality and sense of everyday eating. 
 
Exploring the Mouth 
We begin with some triggering questions: What can be done with the mouth? What 
senses and functions does it have? How do we relate to it? And as for food, is the mouth a 
mere receptacle for it? Is it a food processing apparatus? Is it a door to organoleptic 
sensations? How can we explore the mouth and our relationship with it from the sensitive, 
the functional, the emotional, the symbolic, the mechanical and the physiological?... From 
this questioning, some points arise that cross the mouth. 
 



 

Note - In many of the examples shown, the mouth complements the vocal cords and lungs, and sometimes the 
mouth is used partially or completely. 
 
 
The practical and the vital 
−   breathe 
−   eat and drink 
−   speak and make sounds 
 
Pleasure 
−   chew  
−   drink 
−   eat 
−   kiss 
−   laugh 
−  oral sex 
−   sing 
−   smile 
−  smoke 
−  whistle 
… 
  
 
Sounds  
−   cry 
−   hum 
−   laugh 
−   moan 
−   murmur 
−   shout 
−   sing 
−   sissing 
−   snap 
−   sob 
−   talk 
−  whistle 
… 
   
Automatic mouth actions  
−   bite 
−   burp 
−   cough 
−   drool  
−   dry mouth 
−   gasp 
−  gnash teeth 
-  gulp 
−   hawk 
- hiccups 
−   lip biting 
−   mouth-watering  
−   salivate 
−   sigh 
- sneeze 
−   snore 



 

−   thumb sucking 
−   wet lips 
−  yawn 
… 
 
Mouth actions by decision 
−   babbling 
−   blowing 
−   booing 
−   gargling 
−   hickeys 
−   kissing the air 
−   licking teeth or lips 
−   make bubbles with saliva 
−   pouting 
−  puffing cheeks  
−   spiting 
−   sticking out tongue 
−   sucking in cheeks 
… 
 
 
Actions requiring skill 
!   blowing smoke rings 
- inflating gum balloons 
- whistling 
... 
 
 
The output of food through the mouth 
−  breath  
−  burping 
−  spitting 
−   regurgitating    
−   vomiting 
... 
 
In addition, as a correlation, there are bodily sensations related to food and eating, which 
are manifested at different times, depending on the state of our body, and also of our mind. 
These are some of them: 
−   allergies and food intolerances 
−   desire or need to evacuate liquids and solids 
−   diarrhea and constipation 
−   gasses in the belly and their expulsions through the mouth  
−   gasses in the intestine and their expulsions through the anus 
−   heartburn and reflux 
−   nausea 
−   starvation and eventual weakening of other parts of the body 
−   stomach aches 
−   thirst and eventual bodily dehydration 
… 
 

 
 



 

Eating Practices and Processes 
We begin by reviewing and considering some realities in relation to food and eating, some 
as obvious as forgotten: 

•  It is a process of chemical and biological transformation as incredible as 
concrete, and in general it is not something that we usually reflect on too much. 

•  It is a very intimate and personal event: putting foreign matter into our mouths 
and ingesting it. 

•  It is an intrinsic part of our daily lives, which involves thinking, planning, 
concretizing and enjoying eating. 

•  It is the raw material of our physical, biological and physiological life as living 
organisms: it is literally vital for our existence, growth and continuity. 

•  It is part of our instincts at various levels, which manifests itself in various ways, 
such as the hunger reflex, salivation and other bodily reactions. 

•  It is about the act of ingesting organic matter that becomes our own body, so it 
is not only "fuel", referring to calories, but also the production and growth of our 
body cells. 

•  It has a direct impact on our health, for better or for worse, which implies 
ethical and moral considerations at a personal and social level, beyond the legal, 
political and cultural. 

•  It involves multiple and diverse actors, sectors, decision-makers, influencers, etc. 
•  It implies cycles of value and transformation of enormous dimensions at an 

industrial, commercial and economic level, so large and complex that they are 
almost immeasurable. 

•  It is the organizer of our individual and collective identity, informing our cultural 
practices. 

 
Depending on the situation and context, our first approaches to food are usually to see it, 
smell it, and/or hear it. Let's see: 

  
 

 
 

Diagram showing different distances at which we can enter into 
contact with food according to the type of perception 



 

 
Focusing on the activity of the mouth in eating, we could delight in analyzing its anatomy, 
physiognomy, functioning, sensitivities, adaptability, and other aspects that can be 
understood from the functional, symbolic, health, pleasure, and other perspectives, since 
the range of readings that we can make of it is in fact, very wide. For the sake of these 
considerations, it does not sound unreasonable to think about the practice of oral 
gymnastics, an approach that invites us to discover, develop and enjoy the mouth's 
fullness. The proliferation of tasting courses that teach how to use and understand the 
different parts of the mouth to increase the sensory experience is well known, but if we were 
not lucky enough to take one of these courses (which mainly focus on wines and cheeses), 
it is difficult for us to even think about this oral dimension. 
  
It is notable that many people do not use their mouths symmetrically, whether to chew, to 
speak, to make faces, etc. Beyond the fact that sometimes these asymmetries are a 
product of specific situations or conditions of the body, in some cultures the left and right 
sides of the mouth fulfill different functions and senses, something logical knowing that the 
brain also works that way. In this same sense, it would be interesting to understand how the 
mouth has changed evolutionarily and historically, according to its relationship with the 
natural and cultural environment. The concept of the Ancestral Mouth, an idea that the 
author will expand at another time, can be revealing to understand these changes, not only 
because of the anatomy and state of health of mouths at different times in history, but also 
because of the legacy of implicit wisdom that these entail. 
 
We can also cite exercises and training taken from other oral practices, such as smoking 
(blowing smoke rings), blowing bubble gum, spitting (like cool people or athletes) and of 
course, the long history of oral hygiene (swish, gargle, brushing teeth, gums, tongue, etc.). 
We can also look at the extensive list of methods and instruments to train the mouth to 
perform specific functions, such as singing or playing wind instruments. In the light of these 
reflections, the logic of training the mouth in general terms emerges, which includes basic 
issues, but not always well learned, such as biting, chewing and swallowing, to which is 
added, the exploration of the limits of our own inertia, or the practices and customs that life 
offers us. 
  
To put the topic we are dealing with (eating itself) in context, a concept that I call 
"gastronomic cycle" is proposed, which understands eating as a continuum that goes 
through different instances in sequential and repetitive order, which are listed below: 
 

a. Decision to eat: it is based on desires and/or triggers of expectations, plans, habits, 
opportunities, appetite, hunger, etc., and on the consequent decision-making to activate 
the eating process according to different practices, such as the following: 

- make homemade food: harvest or buy, and cook 
- order and receive a delivery 
- eat out: go where it is served or delivered 

b. Cooking and/or buying ready-made food: it is about preparing the wide range of 
contents and the settings for eating, which goes from the merely practical to the total 
staging, which can be individual or social. 
c. The act of eating: it is the concretion of the ingestion, where the mechanical/operative 
meets the customs and practices. It can be individual or social, with different degrees of 
deployment of its staging. 
d. Digestion: this is the post-meal in its entirety, characterized by the feeling of well-
being or simply satiety, sometimes accompanied by a good after-meal, which then gives 
rise to the transition that goes with digestion and eventually, to the physiological process 
that culminates with the resulting bodily evacuation. 



 

  
Focusing on instance c above (the act of eating), and taking the case of eating at the table, 
we start from when the plate (or other support) is served until it is swallowed. From that 
moment of specific appropriation (“this is my portion”, “this is what I am going to eat”, etc.) 
we can distinguish, among others, the following sequential actions (see illustrations in the 
“Food Ergonomics” section of this research): 

·      Predisposition: reactions to possible visual, olfactory, sound, temperature, etc., 
examination. 

·      Approximation: specification of quantities, shapes, sizes and mixtures that are 
assembled at the interfaces (hands, forks or other utensils). 

·      Appropriation: introduction into the mouth of the bite portion in the case of 
solids, or sip portion in the case of liquids. 

·      Chewing (solids): sometimes with instructions such as “x chews per side”, or 
intuitively, to crush the food together with the saliva and create the food bolus. 

·      Swallowing: ideally, fluently and smoothly. 
  
Before and after the act of eating itself, the ingestion, we can talk about a choreography of 
eating, made up of a wide repertoire of actions (some necessarily sequential) involved in the 
entire process. Prior to the ingestion process, there is the context and the predisposition 
and mood of the diner or diners. After the ingestion, there is also the context but 
transformed, and the arrangement, converted into a post-arrangement—conditions that will 
determine whether or not there is an after-meal, and when the instance of the “meal” is 
finished. 
 
Framing eating within the complete gastronomic cycle allows us to distinguish and operate 
on its different instances in a systemic way, understanding the complete continuum. The 
potential of enjoyment is understood in this context, beginning with expectations and 
desires, forged by visual contact, and perhaps also by olfactory and sound, but only 
becomes effective in the mouth. The completeness of the process (experience) is 
determined, positively or negatively, after a while or the next day, with the energetic and 
metabolic sensation of the body, in addition to the proof of effluvia and other results of the 
aforementioned. 
  
There are as many ways and customs of eating as there are people, most of the time 
contextualized by different eras, cultures and places. Traditionally, there has always been 
talk of "eating etiquette", and more recently of "good practices", in which there are also 
exceptions and disruptions, and changes that are sometimes adapted or adopted. Issues 
relating to the bodies of those who eat (us), such as whether the mouth is open or shut 
when chewing, body posture, gestures, speed of ingestion, noises made while eating, etc., 
have been analyzed and documented in various publications. In this investigation they are 
put on the table to open up discussion, and to be able to review and analyze them for 
expanding the MG repertoire and its consequent impact on our relationship with food. 
  
There is a diversity of factors and criteria that inform and regulate eating practices (the 
intake itself), including those guided by common sense (functionality or practicality) and/or 
uses and customs according to contexts and situations. The varied ways of eating, which 
depend on each person, include aspects such as how much and what is put in each bite 
(only one type of food or several at a time), if one thing is eaten first and then another or if it 
is simultaneous, at what speed, mixing hot and cold, how one interacts with the beverages, 
if one makes direct or indirect noises (E.g.: grunts, slurps, onomatopoeia), if one chews a lot 
or a little, with the mouth opened or closed, etc. Manners are also very varied according to 
culture, age, gender, etc., and have a great influence on our alimentary and gastronomic 
habits. 



 

 
In the mouth (and in collaboration with the nostrils, where the olfactory system begins) and 
the ears, different types of sensations are perceived, which can be identified together or 
separately, and include the following: 
·   chewiness 
·   crispness 
·  flavor/taste 
·  gumminess 
· hardness 
·  humidity 
·   shape 
·   size 
·   sonority 
·  sponginess 
·  stickiness  

·  surface texture 
·  temperature 
· weight 
… 
  
When we mix two or more ingredients in our mouth, complex interactions occur between 
them, in addition to the transformations that occur over time inherent to any ingredient: 
temperature, texture, humidity and other variables that affect the organoleptic experience 
change. These transformations combine chemical, physical and mechanical processes, 
some of which involve molecular changes, produced, above all, by the intervention of saliva. 
This book does not seek to broaden this aspect of eating, which deserves a separate book; 
but we do mention that the experience (in mouth) of eating is very complex, and involves the 
interaction of odoriferous, chemogustatory, and trigeminal perceptions. 
 
Beyond breastfeeding, that is the innate action of sucking the maternal nipple (if not, then 
the bottle), the rest is learned, for better or worse. There are many foods that require 
practice to eat without accidents, such as Mexican tacos or Uruguayan chivito. The skills 
that involve using certain utensils, such as chopsticks or knives, can also be analyzed. In a 
separate publication (“Food Ergonomics”, 2022), and summarized in a later section of the 
book, a part of the research that addresses the action of the hands in eating, is expanded. 
There, certain foods that require manual dexterity are illustrated, some without utensils, and 
others with intermediary artifacts. Some examples included are; artichokes, bone-in meat, 
crustaceans, shelled sunflower seeds, etc. 
 
It would be interesting for this research to address learning to eat in childhood, looking at 
the uses and customs of various cultures in order to get an idea of the variety of 
approaches that exist and the different contexts in which they take root. Once again, the 
caveat is made that this research focuses on the propositive, leaving the historical analysis 
in the background. It will remain pending for a future instance, but we will mention a trend 
that has been booming in Western culture for some time because it emphasizes many of the 
points that Mouth Gastronomy explores and proposes. This refers to the so-called "baby 
led weaning", a way of feeding that consists of allowing infants to choose what to eat (within 
the options offered), how much to eat, and above all, how to eat since they are just 
beginning to develop coordination and cognitive abilities that allows one to perform tasks 
simultaneously using eyes and hands (psychomotor skills), which creates a nice mess. It is a 
participatory experience in which solids are incorporated and the porridge phase is 
eliminated, in such a way that the child feeds him or herself using their hands and 
recognizing smells, colors and shapes before putting the food in their mouth. This method 



 

of feeding allows a better relationship with food in terms of coordination, chewing and self-
regulation, and at the same time it gives greater independence, and expands and 
strengthens the innate taste for and appreciation of natural foods. 
 
Finally, it is worth commenting on the importance of the shape/form of food, a subject 
thoroughly explored in a separate publication (“Food Morphology”, 2018). It is notable that 
something so basic and vital in our lives such as food has received little attention in relation 
to its morphological aspects. The shape of food could be improved in different aspects 
related to our interaction with it, including ergonomic aspects when acquiring, transporting, 
storing, cooking, and above all, in the eating experience, both functionally and 
organoleptically. Likewise, the shape of food is vital as an expression of identity, associated 
with our social and cultural practices. 
  
 
Mouth Health 
The mouth, understood as an organ, tissue, mucosa, nerve center, taste buds, etc., 
encompasses and links many aspects of our body. According to Wikipedia, “The word 
stomatology comes from the Greek stoma which means mouth and logia which means 
study or treatise. It is a medical specialty dedicated to the diagnosis, prevention and 
treatment of diseases of the stomatognathic system, which includes the teeth, the 
periodontium, the upper and lower jaw, the temporomandibular joint, and lesions of the 
buccal mucosa.” 
 
As a fundamental interface between our body and the exterior, the mouth functions as a 
primary barrier to the entry of toxins, bacteria, viruses, etc., both into the digestive and 
respiratory tracts, and is sensitive to pathologies such as candidiasis, cavities, gingivitis, 
herpangina and periodontal pathologies. Of course, the nose is the main source of air 
entering the respiratory tract, although there are those who, for various reasons, also use 
the mouth to breathe. 
  
It is also noticeable how the mouth becomes a receptor of stress and anxiety, where 
diseases such as bruxism are generated, which consists of involuntary grinding, crunching 
or clenching of the teeth. Most commonly, it occurs during the rest or sleep stage, where 
the person releases tensions that have accumulated during the day. In the same sense, 
there are diseases such as oral herpes, where it is stress that triggers reactions from the 
immune system, which activates an outbreak. It happens in a similar way with canker sores. 
This is how the mouth becomes a channel for our emotions, even if we don't want it. 
Nothing escapes the mouth, our body knows how we feel—if one does not express it 
through speech, grimaces or the different phenomena mentioned above, the mouth does 
not hesitate to express it in its own way. 
  
Given the importance of the mouth in so many ways, it is striking how little we know, 
understand and care for it. In relation to health care, dentistry immediately emerged as a 
primary field, with all the anguish and pain that it implies. Then, there is otolaryngology, 
which integrates the mouth with other parts of the body (ear, nose and throat), and also 
speech therapy, related to the mouth in terms of speech and swallowing. 
  
Oral accidents related to food and eating are also part of the life of a mouth, and can 
include biting the tongue or cheeks (especially after anesthesia), burning the lips or tongue, 
breaking a tooth by biting something hard (especially with weak molars), getting a bone 
stuck in the throat, choking, overindulging in spicy foods, aspiration of food or drinks 
through the respiratory tract, etc. 
  



 

Beyond these brief observations about health "in the mouth", the most significant aspect of 
the mouth-health relationship is the nutritional part. It is striking the number of problems 
(problematic) regarding health and well-being that are related to food and eating today. 
Although many public policies state that eating sufficiently and adequately is a right 
everyone has, clearly this is not the case. In fact, as mentioned at the beginning of this 
work, increasingly more people die from bad eating habits than hunger itself. If eating poorly 
involves so many risks to our health, the question arises as to why bad eating practices are 
so widespread and systematically increasing. It is not intended to address this issue here, 
but it is appropriate to put it on the table. Eating poorly involves many issues, including 
overeating, eating things that are bad for us (especially salt, sugar and fat), eating 
nutritionally poor foods, eating too fast, eating at the wrong time, etc. In fact, there is a lot of 
confusion and some rejection regarding the professions of nutritionists and dietitians. 
Although they are different trades, both are related to our relationship with food and eating 
with regard to nutrition and diets. The word diet is usually understood as a specific and 
goal-oriented regime, but actually, it means the food scheme we practice in general.  
 
In context of the previous comments on the mouth/nutrition relationship, a progressive shift 
towards the neural part of health, including the mouth and the digestive system, has been 
developing in recent years. In fact, there is increasing talk that intestinal microbiotic activity 
influences brain activity, a logical matter considering that the intestine is one of the organs 
with the greatest number of nerve connections. 
 
Eating fully and happily is a right for all, but mainly for those who do not have access to 
sufficient and adequate food; and it is the responsibility of those who do. Such 
responsibility is cultivated, cared for and sustained, a goal that the MG proposes here in a 
more relaxed and spontaneous way - but, clearly, that's where we're going. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Mouth Lab 
 
The path leading to the Bocatario* begins with a warm-up of oral gymnastics, to wake up, 
get to know and train the mouth and make it all it can be. After these exercises, a series of 
practices and tastings with food is proposed, designed as an activity to discover and enjoy 
the sensitivities and capacities of the mouth, rather than as an activity of "eating" itself. 
Finally, various strategies and resources are shared to create food and beverages in the 
mouth, so that when one arrives at the Bocatario, the practitioners can better understand 
how they got there, and they can feel more confident to start making it their own. 
 

*TN- the word used in this book for "recipes" is Bocatario, a combination of the word Mouth (Boca) 
and Recipe Book (Recetario), meant to highlight the fact that the idea of recipes in MG is reconsidered 
in the spirit of empowering curiosity and creation, and not so much as instructions.  

 
Oral Gymnastics 
These are exercises for the discovery and development of sensitivities and abilities to eat, 
focused on the mouth: 

·     Run the tongue through the teeth to recognize each one from all its surfaces 
(interior, exterior and horizontal), the vestibules with their frenulums (notice how 
they tighten), the upper palate and the sublingual area. 

·     Move the tongue in all possible ways, both in and out of the mouth: stretch it 
towards the chin and nose, roll it up and down, roll it in a tube-like shape (those 
who have the genes that allow them to do so), etc. 

·     Of the movements just mentioned, repeat some many times and with speed to 
feel how those muscles work. 

·     Move the tongue from side to side, between the two commissures, as many 
times as possible and at different speeds. 

·     Stick out your tongue and let it dry, or point a fan at your mouth to let it dry out, 
and see how it feels. 

·     Press the teeth together (hold a tight bite) on something that cushions them, like 
a mouthpiece, and see how long it takes to get tired or perceive other sensations 
that arise. 

·     Go through the entire interior of the mouth with your fingers, discovering the 
frenulum, the upper palate, the sublingual area (it is impressive how soft and 
deep it is), recognizing the dimension of the mouth and noticing the smell of our 
saliva, especially as it dries on our fingers. 

·     Massage the inside of the mouth (intraoral) to relax it, (w/gloves if preferred). 
·     Inflate the mouth (expand cheeks) and release the air through the mouth and/or 

nose. 
     ·     Suck the cheeks inward (implosion). 

·     Stretch lips out, in and to the sides, and find new positions. 
·     Bite your tongue and swallow to strengthen your throat. 
·     Open the mouth slowly, as wide as you can, while stretching the different 

muscles involved (jaw and tongue mainly). 
·     Let the saliva accumulate in the mouth, feel its weight and its abundance. 
·     Clean parts of the mouth consciously, exploringly, such as the tongue with a 

spoon (there are official tongue cleaners). 
·     Awaken the lips with an ice cube, warm water, a soft spray, a stream of water or 

other elements that stimulate them. 
·     What else can be done?         
 



 

We can also imagine devices that can be designed to exercise the mouth, such as mouth 
puzzles, or accessories born from other more complex exercises, such as those used in 
speech therapy or dental treatments. An example of a mouth puzzle is the practice of tying 
knots in the mouth with cherry stems, apparently developed in bars with an abundance of 
candied cherries. This can be done with celery fibers or other foods as well, it's a matter of 
using your imagination. 
  
 
Oral Practices 
These are activities that we can develop in the mouth to enjoy, feel and explore. They are 
not oriented to the function of eating as such: they are rather approximations and 
diversions. They can be taken as suggestions, or as strategies to come up with new ideas: 

·     Swish a little warm water through the different parts of the mouth: from one 
cheek to the other, from behind the bite, through the teeth, towards the lips and 
cheeks, and back; doing tongue wraps and other gentle movements to bathe 
the mouth and let the fluid run through and around it. It is suggested to pay 
attention to the sounds that are generated. In the end, swallow the water. The 
exercise is reminiscent of a Buddhist practice in which, when one finishes eating 
with their everyday bowl, they add a splash of hot water and clean the container 
with their fingers, and then drink that same water and leave the bowl ready for 
the next use. 

·     Eat fruits completely, paying attention to distinguish the parts that we do not 
want to swallow, if any. A good example is the apple since when eaten whole 
with the hands, the core is usually left. In this case, it is eaten in its entirety (it is 
interesting to go from below, to change the attitude); when we discover the 
seeds in the mouth, we take them towards the cheeks, and only when we reach 
the stem do we release the seeds if we don't want to swallow them (we certainly 
don't want to bite them). The same can be done with other fruits, such as pears, 
also exploring the hardest parts that surround the seeds and choosing to eat 
them or not. A similar experience is eating fruits in which the seeds come off on 
their own (they are not surrounded by harder parts): we can accumulate them 
and then discard them from the mouth, and, from time to time, swallow some, 
as in the case of watermelon or grapes. 

·     Play with foods that we can keep in our mouths for a long time, to experience 
how their texture, flavor, density and other properties change as time goes by. It 
can be done with any food, from the softest, like bananas, to the hardest, like 
seeds or nuts. This is akin to certain meditative practices, where basic actions 
like breathing or walking become a vehicle for attention and abstraction. It is 
also close to some customs of conscious chewing, including those in which you 
count the times you chew on one side or the other, etc. 

·     Inhalations of steam from hot foods: perhaps, because of what is considered 
“bad manners”, we stop enjoying the vapors as in broths, meats, rice dishes, 
fresh from the oven or on the stove. Inhaling the vapors of infusions such as tea 
and coffee is more common but that is a matter of customs. If you really want to 
take advantage of the vapors, you can use a large napkin or cloth to enclose the 
space between the container and your head, as is done with menthol steam in a 
pot, using a towel as an envelope. 

·     Add a drop of vinegar, soy sauce, citric acid, etc., sublingually to stimulate 
salivation and the senses. Try to keep as much saliva in your mouth as possible 
before swallowing. Humans produce up to more than a liter of saliva per day, 
depending on body size. 

·       Tangerine peels in the cheek gradually release oils; it can be tried with any part 
of any food that we think can reveal something new. 



 

·  Try foods in different formats and states, such as carrot grated in different 
gradients, sliced, in sticks, pureed, diced, cooked, and raw to identify the 
difference in flavor and texture that is generated in each version. 

·  Play with shelled seeds, such as sunflowers, until you can open/peel them in 
your mouth. 

·  Peel food, such as apples, carrots, potatoes, etc., with the teeth, eating the peel 
or not, according to suitability and taste. 

·  Put different foods in the mouth that are not symmetrical about their axis of 
rotation and position them in different ways to generate different effects. A 
croissant tends to have more sweetness on top, so it will taste different if you 
put it in as is usually done (face up) than if it is inverted and inserted into the 
mouth with the sweeter, rougher side facing the tongue. You can explore this 
with endless foods and experience different results. 

·  Discover how to make better use of food in cases where you can go further than 
usual, for example, scrape both ends of artichoke leaves, not just the meatiest 
one, or scrape the inside of the banana peel with your teeth. You can also try 
chewing very fibrous foods (such as the stems of broccoli or artichoke, 
asparagus ends, etc.) and squeeze/bite them as much as possible, and when all 
the moisture has been sucked out and only the coarse fiber remains, you can 
remove them from the mouth and see how interesting that dry tissue is. 

·  There are flashy and fun explorations to discover “tricks”. For example, to peel a 
hard-boiled egg, you can crack the shell at the base and blow hard making sure 
no air escapes (like kissing the egg); the shell will gradually crack and separate 
from the core. 

·  You can drink liquids from a bowl, especially water, to get closer to the fluids, 
being able to smell them better and then feel them enter the mouth very slowly 
and with the use of the tongue and lips. You can even play with your own 
reflection, knowing the dangers that Narciso ran. 

 
These ideas and other explorations that each one can discover and adapt will allow you to 
add resources, confidence and experience. 
  
In the same spirit of the enhancement of the mouth, we can think of ways to use the hands. 
You can gradually discover how to eat with your hands, from basic things (an apple, for 
example) to elaborate dishes that were designed for this mode of appropriation, as in many 
ancient cultures. It is interesting to remember that elegance and hygiene are due to the 
quality of our practices: someone can be very refined when eating with their hands and very 
coarse when eating with cutlery. The different ways of drinking water with the hands and 
other functions of the hands in relation to eating and drinking can also be explored. These 
ideas are illustrated and expanded upon in the Dessert section. 

 
 
De-tastings 

This is a good place to put some basic proposals on the table to break the inertia that goes 
against connecting with food. Tastings are a good tool to use in relation to foods as basic 
as salt and water. Both are vital elements anyway you look at them, without going any 
further than from "the sweat of the brow" itself. These tastings can be done with more or 
less display, alone or accompanied, discreetly or mediatically. They mainly consist of 
getting in touch with and recognizing basic foods, from a place of sensory, emotional and 
cognitive connection. By elevating them to the place of Tasting in the social imaginary, 
emphasis is placed on the rediscovery and appropriation of what once was only visceral 
and intuitive. Examples of these are presented below, although they require different 
frameworks, they share the same meaning and purpose. Let's see. 



 

  
Salt is a mineral very present in our diets, basic for the enjoyment of food in most cultures, 
and in turn, a source of high blood pressure. In this context, it is interesting to create 
unexpected meeting points with salt that help us get it out of autopilot. One option is to get 
salt in cubes (very large crystals) or coarse salt and, instead of adding fine salt to the food, 
lick the salt cube in between bites. Another option is to try different types of salt: common, 
low sodium, sea, black salt, Himalayan, flakes, etc. There are well-known examples, such as 
the ritual of taking shots of tequila with a lick of salt, which is placed on the hand. Salt has 
been demonized for good reasons, its excess is harmful to our health, but in the maelstrom 
of urgencies, emergencies and saturation of information, it has also been denatured, not a 
small matter. Salt no longer has a natural place, like everything that enters our body, since it 
now occupies a place of caution due to its potential danger. Approaching salt as a 
fascinating sensorial mineral allows us to place it in a place of admiration, with the respect 
and care it deserves. 
  
Something similar happens with water. When we talk about water tasting, it should not be 
confused with commercial water tasting, the purpose of which is to compare brands. In this 
case, we are talking about being able to know and recognize the different types of water, 
most of which are for daily use. These include unfiltered tap water, filtered tap water, 
mineralized water, mineral well water, mineral spring water, mountain water, river water, 
rainwater, melted snow water, distilled water, ionized water, etc. All of the above can vary 
greatly depending on the specific region and the time of year, given the environmental 
factors that affect water quality. You can also explore the water according to its degree of 
gasification, from less to more, and varying the temperature. All these variables allow us to 
explore, know and enjoy water. 
 
Beyond these two key examples of vital ingredients, one can think of comprehensive 
tastings, where a display of the same ingredient is made in all its variants. The more basic 
the examples, the more depth they can have since they are foods that accompany us on a 
daily basis, such as apples or bread, which do not usually have gastronomic or social 
status, in spite of the fact that artisan bread is now in fashion. An apple tasting can logically 
include a comparison of different varieties of these, and also a repertoire of their various 
uses, formats and states. You can try processed apples in different formats; juice, puree, 
grated, sliced, etc. We can test apples according to their different effects; flavor, nutrition, 
acidity level, texture, etc. We can imagine apples in different states of maturation, be it 
physiological, harvest, commercial or ingestion. Try it in different presentations: dehydrated, 
raw, cooked, frozen, etc., and other variants that allow you to discover its enormous and 
beautiful range of possibilities. It remains in the imagery of how bread tastings could be, 
within the spirit proposed with the three examples already mentioned, salt, water and apple. 
 
As a point of reference, we share some basic concepts that are used in sensory analysis, to 
broaden the perspective and also the vocabulary. To the extent that we use terms and 
concepts related to the topic, we will be able to understand and appropriate them, as well 
as communicate and share these experiences. 

 
● Parameters and their values: temperature, fluffiness, chewiness, gumminess, 

crunchiness, etc., the majority known, but it requires attention and practice when put 
together. 

● Types of sensations: differentiating taste, which is perceived in the mouth as a 
mixture of odoriferous, chemo-gustatory and trigeminal sensations (sensations 
perceived in the mouth, in which the trigeminal nerve is involved), together with the 
intensities and durations (persistence) of these, called aftertaste or reaction. 



 

● Understanding of aromas and their fundamental role in the taste experience, 
especially the aftertaste, as well as when the aroma enters the nostrils from the 
mouth. 

● Recognize which parts of the tongue better perceive certain tastes based on the 
taste buds. 

● Use all the senses, beyond taste and smell, including sight, sound and touch. 
● Pay attention to the transformations in the mouth of the previously described 

sensations, in line with what this book proposes, since the experiences in the mouth 
depend not only on what we put into them, but also on what we do with these 
ingredients, once they are in our bodies (mouths and brains). 

 
There are three types of sensory food analysis tests: affective, discriminatory and 
descriptive. Affective tests (also called consumer tests) are those in which people express 
their subjective reaction to the food or drink. They are generally limited to a scale from "least 
liked " to "most liked", in relation to the satisfaction or acceptance they felt. This type of 
experience is very common in market research for commercial purposes. Discriminatory 
sensory analysis seeks to compare different products with each other, without establishing 
general parameters or conclusions. A notable example of this phenomenon has been the 
Pepsi Challenge. Finally, descriptive sensory analysis (called tastings in more gastronomic 
contexts) establish the descriptors that define the sensory characteristics of a food or drink 
in order to quantify its quality. Generally, they describe the individual and global attributes of 
the product in question, establishing the order of appearance of each attribute, its degree of 
intensity, the residual effect and the general impression. This type of analysis is generally 
used in food and beverage production to achieve improvements and quality control. Beyond 
the quantitative aspects of sensory analysis, these can be useful for developing new ideas, 
like with recipes, flavors, products, etc. 
  
Strategies 
In order to think of approaches to the recipes (Bocatario), we have used strategies that 
allow for an infinite number of “recipes” to be created. There is a significant difference 
between thinking of food creation as a strategy and thinking of it as a recipe. A strategy 
allows understanding the approach as a repeatable, scalable and modifiable system, by 
knowing the decisive (fundamental) factors that converge in its creation. These factors can 
be analyzed (categories of analysis) and combined (combinatorics) in a system of crossing 
all potential possibilities, opening the game to all its variants, versions, proportions and 
specificities. By understanding and managing these variables, it is possible to create infinite 
recipes based on a few parameters. In other words, a recipe is a series of precise 
instructions to carry out the work in question, while a strategy is the management of the 
basic concepts on which a recipe is based, with which it is possible to generate an infinite 
number of versions of that recipe, and even understand what it's basic version (fundamental 
recipe) would be like. 
  
A fundamental recipe for bread, in this sense, could look like this: combine flour, water and 
yeast kneading until achieving a moist and malleable dough; let it rise and repeat the 
kneading if necessary, from there it can be baked until the desired level of bake is achieved. 
It should be noted that in this "strategy" for bread, no times, temperatures, or exact 
amounts are recorded. It is more a matter of guiding actions based on slogans that have 
their own goals according to each stage: ingredients are mixed until a certain state is 
achieved, it is left to rise until a certain state is achieved and it is baked until a certain state 
is achieved. This opens up infinite possibilities, knowing the logic of each step and the 
founding structure of the entire process. Once again, minimum inventory, maximum 
diversity. 
  



 

As seen with the tasting methods and tools that are being learned, in the long run what is 
interesting to encourage is curiosity based on strategies that allow us to create with some 
guidelines that accompany us in the iterative process of trial and error. An example of this 
thinking includes the concept of pairings, be it opposite and/or complementary ones. When 
we mix two or more ingredients in our mouth, complex interactions between the ingredients 
and saliva occur, in addition to the transformations that occur over time, such as 
temperature, texture, humidity and other variables that affect the organoleptic experience. 
Following are some examples: 

● Opposite and/or complementary flavors (e.g., a different flavor in each cheek: 
sweet/sour, sweet/bitter, salty/sweet, etc.). 

● Opposite and/or complementary textures (e.g., a different texture on and under the 
tongue: soft/hard, homogeneous/heterogeneous, etc. ). 

● Opposite and/or complementary temperatures (e.g., a different temperature in each 
cheek: cold/hot, warm/hot, etc.). 

● Opposite and/or complementary shapes and sizes (e.g., different particles on and 
under the tongue: granulated/fluid, small/large, etc.). 

  
 
 
By better understanding the relationship between the actions, times and sequences of each 
ingredient for a given recipe, skills and confidence are acquired that will always accompany 
us in our lives and edible experiences. 
  
The exploration model to generate the recipes is based on combining different ingredients 
with different oral actions, which produces endlessly different sequences and durations of 
the ingredient/action interaction, resulting in the final experience. Put in mathematical terms, 
it could look like this: ingredients + mouth actions/time and sequence variations = final 
experience. In the following pages we will look closely at these three interdependent 
variables: Ingredients / Mouth Actions / Time and Sequence. 
  
  
 
 
Ingredients 
First, we identify the potential ingredients to transform in the mouth. They can be chosen 
randomly or by specific categories of analysis as detailed below: 
  
Possible criteria to categorize foods: 

· Canons of culinary schools: confectionery, salty, baked goods, etc. 
· Degree of processing: from the minimum degree of processing to the maximum. 
· Desire: metabolism, cravings, munchies (coffee-stimulus, meat-strength, chocolate-endorphins, sweets-energy, salty-blood pressure), 

etc. 
· Environments and functions: school, street, hospital, airplane, mountaineering, entertainment, etc. 
· Flavors: sweet, salty, spicy, etc. 
· Food fairs and events : according to the pavilion, sector, corridor, etc. 
· Format types : stews, soups, purées, creams, dips, sauces, salads, etc. 
· General typologies: homemade, ethnic, regional, traditional, street, junk, healthy, etc. 
· Hours: breakfast, mid-morning, lunch, snack, dinner, etc. 
· Industry: general, food and beverages, design, medicinal, etc. 
· Intramarket: according to the type of store, sector, gondola, shelf, etc. 
· Market niche: vegan, ethnic, health food, organic, etc. 
· Nutrition: fiber, protein, carbohydrates, etc. 
· Refrigerator: organization according to access, duration, container, temperature, etc. 
· Scale of kitchen: commercial/institutional (cold room, dry storage, fresh produce, cellar), domestic (refrigerator, pantry, spice rack, fruit 

bowl), etc. 
· Sequence of menu: appetizer, starter, main course, dessert, etc. 
· State: raw, cooked, fermented, etc. 
· Storage: freezer, refrigerator, warehouse, etc. 
· Trade: greengrocers, butchers, fishmongers, bakers, dietitians, etc. 
· Types of origins: in general (land, water, air), and specific (meat, vegetables, etc.) 
… 

  



 

Possible food categorization based on a commercial kitchen (example is taken from the research kitchen 
that generated the Bocatario): 

· Alcohols 
· Algae 
· Baked 
· Cereals 
· Cocoa 
· Dairy 
· Dehydrated 
· Eggs 
· Flours 
· Flowers 
· Fruit 
· Fungus 
· Germinated 
· Infusions 
· Juices 
· Legumes 
· Meats (land, sea and air) 
· Nuts 
· Oils 
· Pasta 
· Seasonings 
· Seeds 
· Vegetables 
· Waters 
· And the drawer of surprises, the shelf of lost supplies, etc. 

   
  
Secondly, we identify the state and format of each ingredient, so that they are predisposed 
in the mouth as desired. The states of the food have to do with its degree of rawness, 
freshness, cooking, fermentation, humidity, temperature, acidity, putrefaction, etc. Food 
formats refer to its shape, size, dimension (1D, 2D or 3D), quantity, texture, etc. 
  
  
MOUTH ACTIONS 
Below is a breakdown of oral zones and actions, summarized in a table. 
 Mouth areas 

●    Cheeks: left, right or both 
●    Vestibule: upper, lower or both 
●    Tongue: supra, sub or both 
●    Palate: hard (front), soft (rear), or both 
●    Teeth: incisors, canines, premolars and molars 
●    Lips and oral commissures 
●    Oropharynx (back of mouth, beginning of throat) 

 
 
Actions of the mouth (most of these are covered in the table) 
 

Mechanical actions: 
●  shake 
●  cut 
●  de-bone (pits, seeds, bones) 
●  squeeze 
●  mix 
●  grind 
●  mash 
●  rest 
●  suck 
●  crush 

Physical/chemical actions: 
●  heat 
●  moisten 
●  infuse 
●  macerate 

  
Air actions: 

●  Inhale and exhale to cool down 
●  blow to gargle 

 
- - - - - - - 



 

 
Other actions of the body that affect the mouth  
 
Movements of the head that affect the mouth: 

●  Tilt head back to gargle 
●  Move head from side to side to stir 

Body movements that affect the mouth: 
●  Running or jumping with food in the mouth 
●  Rotate the body in a circle so that the head spins 
●  Put the body upside down (swallowing does not depend on gravity) 
●  Put the body in a horizontal position, face up and also face down 
 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

This table shows how general gastronomic actions can have its oral equivalencies, and the               
specific areas of the mouth which are involved in those corresponding actions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

VARIATIONS OF TIME AND SEQUENCES 
  
Oral Choreography is the name given to the infinite repertoire that can be established 
between the relationships of ingredients with oral actions, marked by the times and 
sequences (repeatable or not) of each recipe. This part of the research is shown in its state 
of progress, since we continue to explore how to make the recipes explicit in graphic and 
textual terms so that they are as understandable, reproducible, expandable and modifiable 
as possible. The current version is proposed as: “ ingredient/s and their state and quantity 
+ mouth action/s and their time and force + options of more ingredients + options of more 
mouth actions and what are their times and forces, etc.” 
  
We understand that the food that we put into our mouths will be transformed by the actions 
that we propose, along with factors that we do not fully control, such as temperature and 
humidity. The actions we exercise can vary the temperature and amount of saliva, but only 
to a certain point. With this in mind, we can create any combination, recipe or choreography 
that we can imagine, exploring and speculating on the results. These can be more or less 
similar to what we imagined, with the surprises that an exploratory and creative process can 
give us. That's exactly where the enjoyment lies, the game between chance and 
predetermination, that iterative hypothetical back-and-forth process. This dynamic is one of 
the essences of the design processes in general. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Reflections 
  
The question arises: are we what we eat, or do we eat what we are? Although it is true that 
the first part is a maxim that seems to be naturalized in many of the understandings we 
have about our relationship with and around food, it also reflects a somewhat limited way of 
being in the edible world, since it does not represent our most complex dialogue with food 
and eating. To put it in psychoanalytic terms, both claims can be understood as 
paradigmatic opposites: behaviorism versus constructivism. The purpose of turning around 
the claim is to understand that there is a parallel universe where it is possible to recognize 
ourselves as being responsible for our relationship with food and its context, believing that 
from a genuine and personal feeling-thinking*, we can work collectively to face the problems 
of our current food reality and visualize it better in the future. 

 
 *The terms feel-think (or sometimes feel-think-act) and pluriverses (as opposed to universe) are, amongst many other 
game-changing words, part of an inclusive and comprehensive understanding that recognizes implicit and ancestral 
knowledge together with more rational and academic knowledge, and also, taken to action. These terms are akin to 
decolonization works, southern epistemologies, and other regional thoughts that are increasingly being recognized as 
part of the necessary responses that global and planetary imbalances require to heal. 

 
We eat what we are means to understand that one eats in relation to what one knows, feels, 
believes and can do. And this goes beyond "eating" itself. This implies recognizing 
ourselves as accomplices and participants in our food ecosystems, and understanding the 
large number of decisions that we have made and are making in relation to food. 
Recognizing ourselves as food decision-makers makes even more sense to differentiate 
ourselves from the term "I consumer”, and in this way rethink and reposition ourselves in the 
contexts where we live and coexist in relation to food. The wear and tear that we have done 
to ourselves by accepting the role of being consumers, imposed by the market forces of 
neoliberalism, is such that it is very difficult to recognize ourselves at the different levels of 
collective belonging, especially on more complex scales such as family, neighborhood, 
regional and planetary contexts, as well as in social areas of belonging such as educational, 
work, sports, cultural communities, etc. In design, the term "user" is generally used, which 
is more integrative than "consumer", but it is still a mechanistic concept, with no greater 
implications than the temporary use of a product or service. Thinking of ourselves as "food 
subjects" is an alternative step towards a more inclusive language, facilitating the social 
appropriation of the term "decision maker". 
  
Emboldened by the possibility of rediscovering myself in creating this proposal, with my 
mouth and eating being in a decisive mode, I come to conclusions about what I feel that I 
have learned after transiting through this body of work in its different stages of growth. In 
addition to many specific questions, both enjoyable and practical, I would say that it has to 
do with the question that largely started this research project: in a world where everything 
seems to have been invented, how can we find clues to improve our relationship with food 
in a concrete and accessible way, and how can we work for a better edible world without 
repeating the many temptations that led us to be where we are now? Of course, there are 
many areas, intersections and boundaries to explore, but the question, at least for me as a 
designer, researcher and educator, has to do with finding loopholes by which to enter, that 
are not linked to existing fields of knowledge, especially those specialized in food. This has 
to do with the fact that, on the one hand, I do not consider myself an expert in culinary arts 
or food science and engineering, nor in health and nutrition, and I also believe that if these 
forms of knowledge have not given us better results so far, it would be convenient to find 
transversal alternatives and new crossroads to explore. 
  



 

So I dove in where I thought I could find some not-so-obvious pathways, and there 
appeared a diffuse space and an uncertain time, that of the transition between "the food" 
and "my food". Although we may believe that food becomes mine at the moment we pay for 
the purchase or serve ourselves on our individual plates (for these contexts), in fact, until the 
food enters our mouths, it is still not really ours. And even inside our mouths, there is always 
the possibility that it does not enter the digestive system... 
  
The figure of a bridge in relation to food can lead us to think about the three disciplinary 
areas where food is traditionally present, as mentioned before: food engineering, which 
deals with ensuring the quality and quantity of food (at least that's the idea); gastronomy, 
which deals with the transformation of raw materials into food (so that it is accessible and 
enjoyable in the general sense); and nutrition, which is concerned with food as a source of 
health and well being (it sounds strange to say so, but as mentioned above, we live in a 
world where twice as many people die from eating poorly than from hunger itself). 
  
One way to approach this bridge is literally. If we take the mouth as the physical link 
between the internal (private, intimate, delicate) and the external (public, unknown, out of 
our control), we can propose a revealing exercise that puts our sensitivity to the limits of our 
body at stake. The exercise consists of thinking that we continually swallow the fluids 
generated by the mouth and nose, and yet, if that substance leaves the confines of our 
body, it would be difficult for us to let it re-enter. This is a test of spitting, drooling or 
gurgling that viscous fluid into a container and then reintroducing it into the mouth. The two 
things that are usually felt have to do with new information. On the one hand, we would see 
a substance that, except when we sneeze into a handkerchief or spit onto the street, we do 
not usually recognize it visually. On the other hand, there is temperature: when you take it 
out of the body, it cools down, and when you reintroduce it at a non-body temperature, it 
feels like an intrusion (and in a sense, it is). 
  
This exercise will teach us something about ourselves regarding our aversion to something 
very personal, and that by changing the information we have about it, we see it in a very 
different way. Some of you may already be thinking about saliva soup, but that's up to the 
reader. Another exercise related to this concept of limits is designed for those of us who 
drink mate, an infusion characteristic of some countries in South America that involves 
sharing the bombilla (straw) with several people and, sometimes, with strangers. Let's 
imagine what would happen if we used a glass bombilla and saw the residue that remains 
on the mouthpiece as the mate circulates. This is something that is not usually seen when 
using an opaque material such as nickel silver or stainless steel for the bombillas. 
Something similar happens with a shared glass of wine, after a hectic night: seeing is 
believing. 
  
As was said at the beginning of this investigation, exploring the mouth reveals an 
astonishing number of functions that it possesses and that, perhaps, because they are so 
obvious and close to us, they get overlooked. The attention that the mouth receives as 
such, in relation to food, is basically reduced to its proper functioning in order to grind the 
food well for good digestion (the realm of dentistry) and to its sensory enjoyment (the realm 
of the culinary). What is left aside in this context is... everything else! 
  
One aspect that caught my attention in this research project was something that could be 
called "extreme eating", borrowing the term extreme from the context of sports. I use it to 
talk about food practices aimed at finding the limits of eating, either to challenge disgust, 
danger, pain or difficulty. Some historical examples include contests to eat the most hot 
dogs (seventy-six in ten minutes!); or eating, as quickly as possible, fruit cakes without 
using your hands. I have also seen some very unusual things, like people eating duck 



 

embryos (Balu), people eating very challenging foods, some with levels of spiciness 
impossible for most mortals, and even the cultural challenge of eating live octopus 
(Sannakji). Whether to demonstrate prowess, test one's courage or simply let the curiosity of 
wanting to live a new gastronomic experience guide us, the line that delimits what is edible 
is a diffused one, often drawn by one's own possibilities, good sense or traditions. 
  
Perhaps moved by this self-inquiry, and other experiences lived during the time spent 
researching this project, I began imagining some new lines of research that aim to explore 
other unconventional dimensions of our relationship with food. Part of this concern was 
motivated by the work of a friend and colleague from the Latin American network of Food 
Design, who developed an investigation called "Que Asco/How Disgusting" (Sicard, 2016). 
One of the ideas that arose from these psycho-emotional movements was to think about 
what "angry food" could be like and to give it a dramatic framework as a way to explore the 
dark sides of our food selves, to understand ourselves better, and to grow better. The 
reasons why food can be angry are many, from the disrespect and mistreatment it receives 
in the food cycle, to how under-valued it is. Anger can be generalized or re-directed towards 
its abusers. The list is long, starting with how we produce, transport, store, sell, buy, handle, 
prepare and eat food. It may be that people are angry with what they are doing or simply in 
states of general anger, they may be angry regarding personal, work or social contexts, or a 
host of unhappy factors that lead them towards a hostile relationship with food. 
 
It should come as no surprise that, with so much anger circulating, food is affected in some 
way, visible or not. The first example that comes to mind is food being thrown at people, 
often on stage, but also in other contexts as a form of resistance or as an act of violence. 
For some people and in certain cultures, a phenomenon known as “food fights” is practiced 
and naturalized. These are situations where food (generally in good condition and value) is 
thrown at other people, often vehemently, often with a recreational spirit, although it usually 
triggers more violence as a response. While this example doesn't exactly fit the idea of 
angry food, it's clear that something is up with the people and foods involved in these 
practices. Another example of forms of expression of angry food can be a dish (soup, salad, 
etc.) prepared with food that is burst by our own strength, or by our own bodies (throwing 
food against a wall, crushing it or using other bodily means). This has nothing to do with the 
treading of grapes to make wine, although it may come to mind. This is, for now, just a 
thread to explore, since it is part of my interest in other unexplored dimensions of food, 
which for now, seem to escape the aforementioned disciplinary areas. 
  
Regarding the bibliographic searches prior to any investigation, I have found many related 
and suggestive contents, but really nothing similar to what is proposed here so explicitly. 
Perhaps it is common that, when someone works on creative tasks, such as design 
research, and especially of a propositional nature, doubts arise regarding the originality and 
relevance of the topic in question. Of course, from time to time I google the subject (in 
Spanish and English) and have found no content using the terms coined here (oral or mouth 
gastronomy / gastronomía bucal), nor references to similar proposals. This revelation is a 
double-edged sword: on the one hand, a smile escapes me for believing that I am facing 
something really new (today with so much information available, it is suspicious not to find 
precedents, so to speak), but on the other hand, there is always the possibility that perhaps 
the topic is not really relevant (yet?). 
  
My feeling in this regard is that what MG proposes is original above all, because it brings 
together things that are on the collective radar, but not articulated in such a concrete way. 
Ideas and approaches of different kinds come together here: the sensorial (which today is 
on the rise, along with neuroscience), the holistic in the full sense (thankfully it is still on the 
rise after the bad reputation that the New Age has given it), health (not entirely directly, but it 



 

is implicit), the political in the general sense (empowerment and self-determination), and, 
finally, the enjoyment of the simple and the experiential (valued less and less by digital 
culture overwhelming consumerism). Each of these issues, taken separately, are in the 
conversations or discourses of culture and media in general, but uniting them in a proposal 
as practicable as MG is probably what gives it meaning and credibility as an original 
proposal. 
  
In summary, what this research proposes is to play, explore, learn and shuffle again, in this 
constant chewing and digesting of possibilities that bring us closer to food and eating. MG 
can be taken as a constant game, as an open research topic, as a provocative trend, or all 
of the above, taken together or separately. It may be a bit of everything, but the key is being 
able to feel your mouth as a place of infinite creation, and that it does not depend on 
anyone but yourself, your desire, sensitivity and curiosity. This proposal, written in the key of 
design has a trans spirit (trans-versal, -disciplinary, -cultural, etc.), and sometimes comes 
close to the shamanic, in a healing tone, above all, to the extent that it shifts away from 
what is experiential and attends to its essence, which is to contribute to the changes that 
bodies, communities and territories need in order not to cease to exist. MG goes in this 
direction, even if a little eschatological, going through places sometimes forbidden by 
culture and customs, and table manners, especially Western. The idea is to shake off 
accumulated baggage that not only may no longer be of use to us, but may even be 
working against us. We carry much prejudice and ignorance, yet possible to reverse, bite by 
bite, well chewed and swallowed, followed by a long digestion... bon appétit! 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Bocatario (mouth recipes) 
 

*TN- again, the word used in this book for "recipes" is Bocatario, a combination of the word Mouth 
(Boca) and Recipe Book (Recetario), meant to highlight the fact that the idea of recipes in MG is 
reconsidered in the spirit of empowering curiosity and creation, and not so much as instructions.  
 

In this section, a first generation of ideas for creating new gastronomic experiences in 
mouth is portrayed, with a range of flavors, complexities, states, temperatures and other 
variables, which develop as we accumulate experience in this exploration, along with all the 
twists and turns that each person can discover and create. The spirit of these recipes is to 
keep them simple, using basic ingredients in their states of origin as much as possible. This 
is how we open the way for feeling and connecting with the basics, with the original flavors 
of the food, which is transformed by the processes in the mouth and with the interaction 
amongst them. Each recipe is suggestive, and the illustrations are more schematic than 
technical. 
 
In a future digital version of the recipes, there are filters that allow categorizing the recipes 
according to different parameters; predominant taste/flavor, level of complexity, 
accessibility of ingredients, degree of prior preparation, liquid-solid state, and allergies or 
intolerances. As this work grows, filters will be added or modified according to preferences 
or needs. 
  
Some of the criteria and caveats that were developed during the research phase of the work 
include the following: 

●   In this first phase, well-known food and beverage recipes are proposed, to later 
introduce more original ideas, in a user-friendly learning curve. This level of familiarity 
also makes it possible to attenuate any rejection that certain people may feel when 
faced with a proposal that associates pre-mouth food with its transformation into the 
food bolus that we later swallow, which could generate a sensation of disgust or an 
eschatological effect. This is usually overcome once initiated into MG. 

●   A wide range of proposals is presented to help connect with people with different 
tastes and expectations, always with the aim of inspiring their own creations, and 
not taking those displayed here as the final proposal of MG. In this sense, some 
recipes are very basic (coffee bean) and others are more elaborate (use of dry ice); 
some names are generic (Coffee) and others evoke ethnic foods (Vietnamese 
vegetables). Far from wanting to exclude the most complex or exotic proposals, we 
seek to recognize that MG can be considered in any existing gastronomic culture 
and can also be meant to invent proposals that have no known references. 

●   Based on the above, proposals were devised that came closer to the maximum of 
"those that can only be made in the mouth", or that "are best made in the mouth". 
These clues have to do with the particular actions that take place in the mouth that 
are not reproducible outside of it, like feeling the continuous moisturizing and 
tempering process that transforms the food inside the mouth, and its interaction with 
saliva, whose chemistry varies from person to person and from moment to moment, 
depending on many complex factors. 

●   The quantities and sizes are proposed as guidelines. Each person will find the right 
balance, due to mouth size and possibilities, the state of appetite or desire, and 
flavor and texture preferences, among other reasons. It is essential to recognize the 
breadth of our mouths to identify how much content we can handle. 

●   The proposed times are also indicative: when leaving an item in the mouth for a 
certain time is proposed, this time will depend on the desired result (melting, 



 

moistening, etc.), the ability to keep food or liquid in the mouth without choking, and 
personal taste, feeling and swallowing. 

●   Many of the proposed ingredients are also suggestive and can be replaced by 
others. Recalling that the Bocatario is born from a spirit of empowering the diner, all 
the "recipes" are suggestions for inspirational purposes, so that each person can 
adapt them to their tastes and possibilities. Of course, there are ingredients that if 
not available, the final result may lose some sense, but in general, they are just 
indicative. 

 
 

  
A few ideas to explore further: 

●   Ice cubes are an ingredient that can be explored, they can be varied in size and/or 
shape to achieve the desired effect and avoid or reduce discomfort (sensitive gums, 
etc.). Ice can also be created with different liquids, from soy sauce to reductions of 
wines, beers, etc., to collaborate with the recipe. 

●   There are dynamic foods, such as baking soda or vinegar. You have to be careful 
with the chemical reactions they produce because they don't always taste good. 

●   The use of alcohol to generate volatility in the mouth is an interesting accomplice. 
●   There are sounds typical of food processing in the mouth, or typical of certain foods 

and cooking, such as the hissing of sausages grilling, the bubbling of soft drinks or 
the jet sound coming out of a soda water siphon. If we cover our ears when 
chewing, the internal symphony begins. Another very beautiful experience is to take 
a good sip of sparkling water and close your mouth while covering your ears, and if 
we shake our heads, the rhythm and sound level of the bubbling changes. 

●   The host (communion wafer) is a very symbolic food and little explored in all its 
potential iterations. 

●   Traditional beef jerky opens up a range of explorations, especially since it requires 
hydration to come to life, a natural for the mouth. 

●   You can drink oil, in small quantities (especially olive) to feel a special sensation in 
the mouth and throat. 

●   The concept of the “activated mouth” remains to be explored, in which the mouth is 
predisposed to experience what follows differently. The activations can depend on 
temperature, humidity, chemistry (as with citric acid), etc. 

●   We can work with pneumatic foods, imagining neutral chewing gum (tasteless and 
odorless) as a starting point, which can be then affected with taste, textures and 
other variables that could lead us to new ideas, like aerated chocolate, but resolved 
in mouth. 

● Specific elements can be added to make crops with special effects, such as being 
esterified or pearlite. This adds a new factor to the crop by including an input 
designed especially for the effect produced by the movement in the mouth; perhaps 
releasing a new flavor, tactilely affecting certain areas of the mouth, etc. 

●   We can use the tongue as a plate, placing different ingredients on different parts of 
the tongue and pressing it against the roof of the mouth; between textures and 
flavors, different sensations are created, in some cases sequenced, to the extent 
that certain ingredients are activated at different times depending on pressure and 
temperature. 

●   Going towards the union of mouths (kiss?), based on historical examples like the 
romantic custom of passing a piece of candy back and forth between different 
mouths (and all its variants, such as chewing gum, chocolates and other displays of 
affection and erotism), we can imagine recipes where each time the food is passed 
from one mouth to the other, there is a change; an addition or transformation, which 



 

makes it different from how it arrived from the previous mouth, and in fact, it can be 
passed around in a circle (knowing few people will be up for it). 

●   The use of certain interfaces, such as toothpicks, brushes, pipettes, etc., can be 
explored to discover new possibilities with these accessories in the mouth, although 
they are not illustrated here. 

●   It is also possible not to use any interface and only use our body (hands, mouth, 
teeth, etc.), as proposed in the related publication: "Food Ergonomics", cited in the 
bibliography. 

!""" #$%&'(")'*&%+",-."$)/.0","/,1$$"+*12.3/"&0"4,+/-$0$5(6"1*/"/7.-.",-."8.-("3'.,-"
9-.3.%.0/+6"&03'*%&04"+,'&8,",+",").-5.0/&04",4.0/":in some cases it is still used, as 
with Chicha, and in others, only in its origins, as with Saki), breast milk, placenta, 
urine, etc. 

!""" ;&8.0"/7."&59$-/,03."$)"9.$9'.<+"9-.%&+9$+&/&$0"/$=,-%+"&0/.-,3/&$0"=&/7")$$%6"&/"&+"
=$-/7"-.5.51.-&04"7$="&0/.-.+/&04"&/"3,0"1."/$"9-,3/&3.">;"&0",'/.-.%"+/,/.+6"=7./7.-"
/7-$*47"&0/.-0,'"-.+$*-3.+"+*37",+"5.%&/,/&$06"$-".?/.-0,'"-.+$*-3.+"+*37",+",'3$7$'"
:/7.",99./&@.-"$=.+"&/+"0,5."/$"/7.",++*59/&$0"/7,/"&/"$9.0+"/7.",99./&/.A",0%"
5,-&2*,0,":/7."),5$*+"B5*037&.B".)).3/A6",'=,(+"&0"5$%.-,/&$0C"D/"&+",5,@&04"7$="$*-"
9.-3.9/&$0",0%"$*-"+.0+.+"37,04."+$"5*37"&0"/7.+.",'/.-.%"+/,/.+C 

●   Other strategies to continue creating new proposals include starting from existing 
recipes as a trigger and seeing how to translate them into their MG version, 
combining recipes or parts of, and obviously, introducing variations on the recipes 
proposed here. 

● We can play with the relation between flavors and aromas in different ways; 
strengthening, complementing or even disrupting. If we inhale fragrances through 
the nose that do not come from the same source as the food we take into the 
mouth, then we can regulate independently the different types and intensities of the 
inputs to get new effects. The combinations of fragrance and flavor can be distorted 
if they are incongruent (ei., a pleasant flavor with a not so pleasant smell), they can 
be complementary (ei., a mild flavor with a strong smell) or they can be mutually 
enhancing (ei., the same flavor is strengthened with the same smell). There are 
different options for making this experience work, but it basically comes down to 
having two different input channels, one for the mouth and one for the nose. 

●   What else... Eating a live fly like lizards (and my dog) do, filling one's mouth with 
water and letting a little fish swim before eating it alive...? 

  
_________________________________________________ 
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BOCATARIO
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Note- the Mouth Recipes (Bocatario) are ilustrated in Spanish, but 
following them is the English translation of the names and ingredients 
of all the recipes shown.



Alcauciles

Proceso previo: Se cocina alcaucil. Se muerde 
un gajo de naranja para extraer su jugo. Se agrega 
un sorbo de aceite de oliva y se gargarea con el 
jugo de naranja para que se forme la vinagreta. Se 
toma la hoja de alcaucil o 

- Alcaucil
- Naranja
- Aceite de oliva

tallo, se introduce en la boca y se extrae la pulpa. 
Se desecha la parte fibrosa. Se mastica la pulpa 
con la vinagreta y se mezcla mediante buche 
lento.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

Alitas de pollo 
con orégano y miel

Proceso previo: Cocinar alitas de pollo 
(hervir o asar). Se toma un traguito de aceite 
de oliva. Se coloca en una de las mejillas un 
trozo de miel dura o panal para que se vaya 
fundiendo con la saliva. Se mastican algunas 
hojas de orégano fresco con un dedo de sal en 
la otra mejilla. Cuando la miel se haya 
disuelto, con un buche fuerte, se mezclan un

- Alitas de pollo
- Aceite de oliva
- Miel
- Hojas de orégano
- Sal

poco los ingredientes. Se toma la alita de la punta 
más pequeña y se hace un poco de presión contra 
una base para romper la carne un poco y 
despegarla del hueso. Luego, se agarra de esa 
punta la alita y se introduce en la boca, trabando 
con los dientes, lo suficiente como para tirar del 
hueso y que nos quede toda la carne en la boca y 
los huesos en la mano.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4

5



Borsch

- Charqui
- Chips de remolacha

Se colocan unos trozos de charqui en la 
mejilla para ablandar y extraer su sabor en la 
saliva, así se genera un caldo de carne salival. 
Luego, se agrega en la otra unos chips de 
remolacha para que se vayan ablandando con 

la saliva. Cuando la remolacha está blanda, se 
come el charqui y se comienza a hacer buches 
fuertes para que la remolacha se termine de 
hidratar. Se procesa todo mediante masticación.

Insumos Procesos

S

1 2

Procesos

S

Ceviche

Se colocan sobre la lengua unas hojas de 
cilantro, una pizca de sal, un trozo de cebolla 
morada, acorde a la tolerancia, y se muerde un 
bocado de apio. Luego se mezclan estos 
ingredientes mediante un buche lento y se 
procede a triturarlos con los molares para 
obtener una pasta. Así se genera la base del 
aliño. A continuación, se muerden unos trozos 
de pescado crudo fresco. En caso de que 
produzca asco, se puede trozar previamente.
Se mueve el pescado por toda la boca para   
 

- Hojas de cilantro
- Sal
- Cebolla morada
- Apio
- Pescado crudo
- Lima

que se amalgame con la pasta. Tomarse un 
momento para apreciar cómo se abre el aroma 
fresco del cilantro mediante exhalaciones de 
aliento. Para terminar, se aplasta un poco una lima 
entera, se realiza un corte en la punta y se succiona 
el jugo. Se mezcla a partir de un buche lento para 
que todo el pescado esté en contacto con el medio 
ácido y cambie de estado. Luego se mastica y 
saborea. Se encuentra más apreciable el sabor del 
pescado con esta receta que de la forma tradicional 
preparada en un contenedor/bol.

Insumos

1

2

3

4

6

5



Insumos Procesos

S

1

Chucrut

Se muerde con las paletas y colmillos un trozo 
de repollo para que se obtengan hebras lo más 
finas posibles. Luego, se lo aloja en una mejilla 
junto con una pizca de sal y una de azúcar 
hasta que se ablanden las fibras. Se agregan 
unas gotas de vinagre de forma sublingual para 
generar saliva. Entre el vinagre, la saliva, la sal y el 
azúcar, el repollo va a ir curándose y cambiando 
su textura. Se disponen en el vestíbulo 
superior algunas semillas de coriandro.
 

- Repollo
- Sal
- Azúcar
- Vinagre
- Semillas de 
   coriandro

Cuando ya se ablande, se mueve el repollo hacia 
el centro de la boca y, mediante presiones hacia el 
paladar, se va apretando para que la estructura del 
repollo se termine de ablandar con el vinagre y la 
saliva. Se extrae el líquido excedente haciendo 
succión y presión con toda la lengua sobre el 
repollo contra el paladar. Se mastica el repollo 
adicionando las semillas de coriandro que se 
guardaban en el vestíbulo según la intensidad 
deseada.

2

3

5

4

Des-hielos (en general)

- Cualquier alimento 
que pueda congelarse

Puede ser dulce o salado, se congelan los 
pedazos y luego se los pone en boca como un 
caramelo. Básicamente cualquier alimento que 
pueda congelarse se puede usar para esto. 
Para dulce se usan frutas pequeñas (tipo frutos  

rojos) o sino una fruta mas grande cortada en 
porciones chicas. Para salados puede ser cualquier 
verdura, también cortado en pedacitos chicos y 
formas amables. También se puede probar con purés 
o cualquier otra cosa que funcione a tal efecto.

Insumos Procesos

S/D



Dip vegano

Se pintan los labios con aceite de oliva y se 
rebozan con sal entrefina. Se colocan unas 
gotas de vinagre sublingualmente para estimular 
la producción de saliva. Se alojan en las mejillas 
semillas de girasol o castañas de cajú y se 
ablandan con la saliva que se produce con el 
vinagre y el calor de la boca junto con unas 

- Aceite de oliva
- Sal entrefina
- Vinagre
- Semillas de girasol 
   o Castañas de Cajú
- Menta

hojas de menta. Se exhala un aliento aromático 
para estimular el gusto y luego se mastica 
fuertemente para que se muelan los ingredientes y 
se forme una pasta suave. Se toman con la lengua 
porciones de sal para condimentar a gusto. Se 
puede tragar directamente o sumar una mordida 
de tostada.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4

5

Ensalada de uvas y choclo

Proceso previo: Se cocina la mazorca de 
choclo. Se pintan los labios con aceite de 
oliva y se rebozan con sal. Se coloca en la 
boca una uva y se procede a retirar las semillas 
con un trabajo en conjunto entre la lengua y 
las paletas. Se almacenan las semillas en los 
vestíbulos y la pulpa en una mejilla. Luego se 
agrega otra uva y se continúa así hasta el 

- Choclo
- Aceite de oliva
- Sal
- Uva

límite que determine cada boca, teniendo en 
cuenta que se sumará el choclo. Cuando se tiene 
la cantidad de uvas suficiente, con las paletas se 
muerden granos de choclo. Se mastican los 
ingredientes para apreciar la jugosidad de la uva y 
la crocancia del choclo. Se toman porciones de sal 
con oliva para condimentar la mezcla. Se escupen 
las semillas.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4



Falafel

Proceso previo: Se hierven garbanzos y se 
tuestan algunos con comino y sal. Se sorbe un 
trago corto de aceite de oliva y se realiza un 
pequeño buche para que se impregne toda la 
boca. Con un poco de este aceite se pintan los 
labios para pegar sal en los bordes. Se mastica 
menta y perejil para formar una pasta. Luego,

- Garbanzos
- Comino
- Sal
- Aceite de oliva
- Menta
- Perejil
- Limón

se agregan los garbanzos intercalando los hervidos 
con los tostados, que se mastican junto con la 
pasta de hierbas. Para condimentar, se toman 
porciones de sal de los labios y se chupa el jugo 
de un limón mediante un corte en el cabito. Es 
importante que se aprecie la diferencia de sabor y 
textura de los garbanzos.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4

5

6

Estofado de carne

Proceso previo: Se congelan monedas de 
salsa de tomate. Se colocan debajo de la 
lengua unas piezas de charqui para que su 
salación estimule la producción de saliva y 
vayan retomando su textura de carne. Luego,

- Salsa de tomate
- Charqui

se introduce sobre la lengua la moneda de salsa de 
tomate, y se mezclan mediante buches lentos la 
saliva con la carne y la salsa, a medida que se 
derriten.

Insumos Procesos

S

1 2



Langostinos
con saliva provenzal

Proceso previo:  Se cocinan langostinos 
enteros. Se introduce en una mejilla una 
pizca de provenzal y se aloja unos instantes 
para que se hidrate y pase su sabor a la saliva 
que se va produciendo. Luego, se toma el 
langostino entero y se le saca la cabeza con la 
boca (si genera mucha impresión, puede 
sacarse con las manos). Cuando se haya 

- Langostinos
- Provenzal

ablandado el mix seco y se haya producido la 
saliva suficiente, se toma de la cola al langostino, 
se lo introduce en la boca y se mastica sin cortar 
para ir separando la carne de la coraza que se tira 
para afuera. Debería de quedar la carne en la boca 
y, en la mano, la coraza con la cola. Luego se 
mastica para saborear con la provenzal salival.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

- Salsa harissa
- Charqui

Se pintan los labios con salsa harissa. Se 
introduce en una de las mejillas una porción de 
charqui y se aloja ahí unos instantes para que se 
rehidrate con la saliva. Cuando ya esté blando, 
se comienzan a moler los trozos de carne seca 
para lograr carne picada. Luego se extrae el 
líquido excedente trabando la mezcla en las 

mejillas presionándola contra los molares y 
aspirando el líquido. Se sazona la carne con la 
harissa de los labios tomando porciones con la 
lengua. Si se experimenta algún tipo de incomodidad 
con la pasta en los labios, se puede agregar mediante 
dedazos.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

Kebab

2



Leche de coco

- Coco rallado Se coloca debajo de la lengua una porción 
de coco rallado. Se lo aloja unos instantes 
ahí para que se ablande con la saliva 
producida y libere sabor. Luego, se mastica 
el coco con la saliva para romper un poco 

las fibras y que libere sus propiedades y aún más 
sabor. Se filtra con las muelas, depositando la 
pulpa en la mejilla y haciendo acción de vacío 
para que se extraiga la leche vegetal.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

Mango con tajín

Se corta el mango al ras del carozo siguiendo la 
parte plana. En la pieza extraída, se realizan 
cortes del tamaño del dedo índice sin llegar a la 
piel formando una cuadrícula. Se da vuelta el 
mango para que los bocados queden hacia afuera.
Se pinta el contorno del labio superior con aceite 
de oliva y se aplica tajín para que se pegue (tipo 
rebozado). Se van mordiendo pedazos de  
 

- Mango
- Aceite de oliva 
- Tajín
- Lima

mango, se mastica un poco para romper la fruta y 
tener más movilidad para proceder a condimentar.
Con la lengua, se van tomando porciones de tajín 
del exterior de los labios a medida que se muerden 
las piezas de mango. Se debe intercalar cada 
mordida de fruta con una chupada de tajín y 
succionar una lima mediante un corte en el cabito, 
para que se termine de condimentar.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4



Mote con huesillo

Se mastica un poco un durazno deshidratado 
para romperlo y se lo aloja en una mejilla para 
que se macere con una cascarita de naranja 
(procurar que no tenga hollejo, que es amargo). 
En la otra mejilla, se introducen algunos 
granos de maíz cancha para ablandarlos 
también mientras se macera el durazno. 
Luego, setrocean unas escamas de panela con 

- Durazno 
   deshidratado
- Cáscara de naranja
- Maíz cancha
- Panela

Insumos Procesos

las paletas y se las aloja en el piso de la boca 
(sublingual) para que se disuelvan mientras estimulan 
las glándulas salivales. Se trituran todos los 
ingredientes para formar una bebida cremosa 
cuando se haya producido la cantidad de saliva 
suficiente en la maceración. Se pueden realizar 
buches para emulsionar.

S

1

2

3

4

Mantequilla de girasol

- Semillas de girasol 
  saladas
- Limón

Se pelan con la boca semillas de girasol saladas 
con cáscara. Se escupe la cáscara y se 
almacenan las semillas en una mejilla mientras 
se ablandan con la saliva producida por la sal 
de la cáscara. Se repite hasta tener una cantidad 

considerable de semillas. Se agrega debajo de la 
lengua un pedazo de limón para condimentar e 
incentivar más aún la producción de saliva. Se 
muelen las semillas con la saliva salada de limón.

Insumos Procesos

S

1
2



Pasta precocida

Proceso previo: Se cocina una pequeña 
cantidad de pasta a elección, una vez 
cocida deshidratarla. Se pone un poquito de 

- Pasta
- Condimento    
   (opcional)

pasta en una mejilla y a medida que se hidrata se 
puede acompañar con algún condimento para 
saborear, o así nomas.

Insumos Procesos

S

1 2

Muktuk

Proceso previo: Se corta y se congela el 
pescado. Se corta una pieza de pescado en 
bastones del tamaño de un dedo meñique de 
forma vertical sin llegar a cortar la piel, para 
que queden adheridos a ella. Luego se 
congela esta pieza con bastones. Para la 
práctica, se retira del congelador una porción 
y se la moja en salsa de soja dispuesta en un 

- Pescado
- Salsa de soja

contenedor. Se arrancan los bastones embebidos 
en la soja con los dientes y se descongelan dentro 
de la boca, conteniéndolos contra el paladar y 
moviendo la lengua para saborear el pescado con 
la salsa y la saliva. Se procede a morder y tragar 
cuando la pieza esté suave. Cada bastón es un 
bocado. La pieza nos permite tener varios 
bocados. Se moja y se muerde a gusto.

(Originalmente, esta receta inuit se consume con cuero y grasa de beluga, 
ballena o delfín. En este caso, se adaptó la receta, y se usa pescado para 
que sea más accesible desarrollar el concepto)

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2



Pastel de papa

- Charqui
- Semillas de comino
- Pasas de uva
- Papa deshidratada

Se coloca en una mejilla una porción de charqui 
junto con algunas semillas de comino y algunas 
pasas de uva, para que se marinen y se 
rehidraten, y recuperen su textura blanda. 
Luego de unos instantes, se agrega un puñado 
de escamas de papa deshidratada y se lo aloja  

en la otra mejilla para que se rehidrate con la 
saliva que fue produciendo la carne con las 
especias. Se mastica la carne para moler, sin 
mezclar aún con el puré. Ya con la carne molida, 
se mezclan todos los ingredientes y se traga.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4

Polenta con tomates

Se coloca en una mejilla harina de maíz fina 
precocida con una pizca de sal y unas hojas de 
orégano fresco. Se aloja unos instantes para 
hidratar la polenta con la saliva que se vaya 
produciendo, hasta que se disuelva la sal y el 
orégano suelte su sabor. Luego, se coloca un 

- Harina de maíz  
   precocida
- Sal
- Hojas de orégano
- Tomate cherry

tomate cherry en la otra mejilla y mientras se lo 
mastica, se pasa de a poco la polenta hidratada, 
dosificándola. Así se ingieren cuantos cherrys se 
deseen según la cantidad de polenta que se vaya 
introduciendo, y se va administrando.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4



Shakshuka

Proceso previo: Se hierven huevos. Se 
coloca en la boca un trozo de tomate, morrón, 
un pedacito de ajo, sal y unas hojas de perejil, 
se los mastica solo para triturar, sin que se 
muelan, y se los aloja en las mejillas para 
marinar. Haciendo succión y trabando con

- Huevo duro
- Tomate
- Morrón
- Ajo
- Sal
- Hojas de perejil

los molares, se extrae y se traga el exceso de 
líquido de los vegetales y la salivación. Luego, se 
toma un huevo duro y se va mordiendo de a 
pedazos; se mastican con la mezcla, pero se 
dosifican ambos productos.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sopa de calabaza

Proceso previo: Se congelan monedas de 
caldo. Se congelan monedas de crema.
Se cocina calabaza. Se pintan los labios con 
aceite de oliva y se rebozan con sal entrefina.
Se coloca la moneda de caldo sobre la lengua 
y, sobre ella, un trozo de calabaza. Se presiona 
contra el paladar para que se aplaste el vegetal 
y se vaya disolviendo el caldo con el calor de

- Caldo
- Crema
- Calabaza
- Aceite de oliva
- Sal entrefina

la lengua. Luego, se agrega la moneda de crema 
sobre la calabaza aplastada. Se incorporan los 
ingredientes mediante buches para que se vayan 
emulsionando la crema, el caldo y la calabaza con 
la saliva generada a medida que los congelados se 
deshielan y la preparación va aumentando la 
temperatura. Se toman con la lengua porciones de 
sal para condimentar a gusto.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4

5



Sopa de miso

Se pinta el borde de los labios con miso en 
pasta. Ojo que no sea picante. Se aloja en una 
mejilla un trozo contundente de cebolla de 
verdeo, sin tragarlo. Se acerca la cara a una 
taza con agua caliente para ablandar el miso y 
sentir su aroma. Se toma un sorbo de agua 
caliente, se realiza un buche lento y se aplasta 
 
 

- Miso en pasta
- Cebolla de verdeo
- Taza de agua 
   caliente

con los molares el verdeo para que libere su 
sabor, sin cortarlo. Con la lengua, se toman 
porciones de miso que se disuelven en el caldo 
generado por el agua y el verdeo mediante buches 
rápidos. Se puede repetir hasta que la cebolla de 
verdeo agote su potencial.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

Tapenade

Proceso previo: Se congela en una cubetera 
aceite de oliva con hojas de albahaca picadas. 
Se introduce en la boca una aceituna y se pela 
el carozo con los dientes y la lengua. Se 
almacena la pulpa de la aceituna en una de las 
mejillas y se escupe el carozo. Se repite esta 
acción hasta tener una buena cantidad de  

- Aceite de oliva
- Hojas de albahaca
- Aceituna

aceitunas, sin que sea incómodo. Se coloca el 
hielo de oliva con albahaca sobre la lengua para 
que se derrita un poco presionándolo contra el 
paladar por unos instantes. Luego, se escupe el 
hielo, y se mastica para moler las aceitunas. Se 
emulsiona mediante buche fuerte. Se repite la 
secuencia el tiempo que dure el cubito.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3



Tofu marinado

Se bebe un sorbo pequeño de aceite de oliva 
que impregne todo el interior de la boca 
mediante un buche rápido. Se coloca primero 
el tofu sobre la lengua y se presiona contra el 
paladar para extraer el exceso de líquido, que 
luego se escupe. A continuación, se pasa el 
tofu a una de las mejillas, y, en la otra, se 
coloca piel de limón, un diente de ajo con piel 
y unas hojas de cilantro. Se deriva la saliva a 
la mejilla con los ingredientes aromáticos 
 

- Aceite de oliva 
- Tofu 
- Piel de limón
- Diente de ajo 
   con piel
- Hojas de cilantro

para que se empape de los sabores por un 
instante. En cuanto se llega a la saturación 
deseada de sabor, se traslada la saliva a la mejilla 
donde se encuentra el tofu y se retiran el limón y 
el ajo. Se estaciona unos instantes para que el tofu 
se empape de esta saliva y luego se mastica. Se 
mueve la mezcla por toda la boca antes de tragar 
para que se amalgame con el aceite de oliva que 
previamente impermeabilizó la boca.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4

5

Tartar

Se pican con la boca los siguientes ingredientes: 
un pedacito de ajo, otro de cebolla, unas hojas 
de perejil y sal, junto con la saliva que se vaya 
generando. Luego, se toma un filete de carne 
cruda y fresca de un corte magro y se arrancan 
pedacitos con los dientes. Se vuelve a masticar 
todo, pero con más potencia para que se muela 
 

- Ajo
- Cebolla
- Hojas de perejil
- Filete de carne      
   cruda
- Sal
- Pimienta negra 
   molida

bien la carne, que tome temperatura y que, junto 
con la saliva, se amalgamen los sabores. Por 
último, se colocan unas pizcas de sal y pimienta 
negra molida para condimentar, y se mezclan los 
ingredientes mediante movimientos de buche y 
meneo de lengua.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

2

3

4

5

6



Verduras vietnamitas

Proceso previo: Se congelan cubitos de 
salsa de soja. Para el aliño, se alojan algunos 
maníes en una mejilla para que se ablanden 
con el calor de la boca. Luego, se mastican de 
a poco para formar una crema con la saliva.
Se muerden los trozos de vegetales alternándolos 

- Salsa de soja
- Maní
- Vegetales 
   en trozos

y se los mezcla con la crema de maní. Se lame el 
hielo de salsa de soja para salar a gusto. Se 
mastican y se agregan trozos de vegetales mientras 
se siga teniendo aliño en boca. Este proceso de 
aliño puede repetirse las veces que se desee.

Insumos Procesos

S

1

3

2

Arroz con leche

- Arroz
- Leche
- Caramelo de 
   dulce de leche
- Frutos secos

Insumos Procesos

D

1

Proceso previo: Se cocina arroz. Se congelan 
monedas de leche (animal o vegetal, queda 
a elección). Se coloca en una mejilla el arroz 
para que se vaya ablandando y vaya tomando 
temperatura en la boca. Se agrega sobre la 
lengua la moneda de leche y, debajo de esta, un 
caramelo de dulce de leche. A medida que se 
 

disuelven, se lleva esa saliva al arroz para que 
vaya absorbiendo sabor. Luego, se realizan buches 
lentos para amalgamar el líquido con el arroz y 
terminar de disolver el caramelo de dulce de 
leche. Se agregan unos frutos secos y luego se 
mastica para generar un contraste de texturas 
(líquido, blando, crocante).

3

4
2



Banana split

- Banana desecada
- Chocolate

Se colocan en una mejilla unas láminas de 
banana desecada y se las aloja hasta que se 
ablanden. En simultáneo, se muerde un trozo 
de chocolate y se lo aloja en la base de la 
boca. Se mantienen unos instantes para que 
vayan tomando temperatura, así se derriten y 

Insumos Procesos

D

1

se ablandan paulatinamente. En la medida que uno 
quiera, se van separando las bananas y masticando 
con el chocolate, dosificándolo. Se procede a 
hacer unos buches para saborear. Se pueden 
agregar láminas de banana o trozos de chocolate 
nuevos para jugar con las texturas.

2

Banana con maní

_ Banana
_ Maníes tostados 
   sin sal

Se coloca un buen mordisco de banana madura 
en una de las mejillas. En la otra se coloca un 
puñado de maníes tostados sin sal y se deja 
remojar unos minutos. Cuando se empieza a 
sentir sus jugos se comienza a masticar 
pequeñas cantidades del maní sin tragar hasta 

que se sienta una pasta homogénea pero grumosa. 
Entonces se va escurriendo despacito la banana 
que ya estará blanda, humedecida y tibia, para que 
se vaya mezclando con la manteca de maní, 
jugando con las texturas y sabores a medida que 
se van integrando.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

2



Bomboncito

Proceso previo: Se hace caramelo y se 
moldea en una moneda pequeña. Se derrite 
chocolate y se moldea en monedas o se 
adquieren monedas de chocolate 
directamente. Se enfrían algunas. Se 
sugiere hacer de distintos tipos de chocolate. 
Se dispone sobre la lengua la moneda de 
chocolate. Se agrega sublingualmente la 
moneda de caramelo. Se procede a un juego 
de texturas y temperaturas, agregando más 

- Caramelo
- Chocolate
- Frutos secos

monedas de chocolate, ya sea  disolviéndolas o 
mordiéndolas, y se hacen movimientos de la 
lengua y del maxilar inferior para que se vayan 
percibiendo las distintas sensaciones que generen 
los ingredientes. Lo mismo puede hacerse con las 
monedas de caramelo. En el momento de la receta 
que se desee, se suman los frutos secos que se 
deseen o se dispongan para lograr más variedad de 
texturas.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

2

3

Budín de pan

Proceso previo: Se hace caramelo y se 
moldea en forma de moneda pequeña. Se 
congelan monedas de leche (animal o 
vegetal, queda a elección). Se introduce en 
la boca sobre la lengua la moneda de leche y, 
sobre ella, un pedazo de pan. Se agrega 
sublingualmente la moneda de caramelo. Se 

- Caramelo
- Leche
- Pan

mueve la lengua suavemente para que se genere 
saliva mientras el caramelo y la leche comienzan a 
derretirse, y se hidrata el pan. Luego, cuando el 
pan se haya hidratado completamente y las 
monedas se hayan disuelto, se mastica para moler 
o se buchea para emulsionar.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

3

2



Chocotorta

- Granos de café
- Galleta de chocolate
- Queso crema
- Dulce de leche

Se colocan unos granos de café de forma 
sublingual por unos instantes. Después de que 
se produzca un poco de saliva, se mueven los 
granos por toda la boca para perfumar. Luego, 
se los escupe y se muerde un pedazo de 
galleta de chocolate sobre la lengua para que 
se empape del café bucal. Antes de que se 
rompa totalmente la galleta, se agrega queso 

Insumos Procesos

D

1

crema y dulce de leche en iguales cantidades en 
las mejillas, usando el dedo índice a modo de 
cuchara, cuantas veces sea necesario. Mediante 
buches lentos, se mezclan todos los ingredientes y 
se va mordiendo la galleta en la medida en que se 
desee una preparación más cremosa o con más 
pedazos crocantes.

2

3 4

Fruta fizzy

Proceso previo: Se dispone en un contenedor 
(preferentemente térmico) un pedazo de 
hielo seco, se lo cubre con un repasador y 
se agregan las frutas al contenedor. Se 
cubre el contenedor con papel film para 
que quede sellado y se deja reposar la 
fruta ahí 12 horas. Se introducen en la boca 

- Frutas a elección
- Hielo seco

las distintas frutas. Puede ser en simultáneo o de a 
una. Con buches, se mueven las frutas por la boca 
para que se vayan rompiendo y así explotando 
efervescentemente. Si se introducen de a una, se 
pueden apreciar las distintas texturas y formas de 
efervescer según qué fruta sea y si tiene cáscara o 
no.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

2



Hummus de chocolate

- Garbanzos
- Azúcar
- Sal
- Chocolate

Insumos Procesos

D

1

Proceso previo: Se hierven garbanzos. Se 
pinta el labio superior con saliva. En una 
mitad se coloca azúcar y en la otra sal. Se 
coloca en una mejilla una porción de garbanzos 
y en la otra un pedazo de chocolate del 
tamaño de medio dedo índice. A medida que 
el chocolate se vaya disolviendo, se toman 
 

algunos garbanzos y se mastican con el chocolate 
disuelto en la saliva para formar una pasta. Con la 
lengua, se toman intercaladamente porciones de 
sal y azúcar mientras se mastica, para condimentar 
la pasta. Se repite a medida que se terminan de 
consumir los ingredientes.

2

3

4

Mazamorra

Proceso previo: Se cocina maíz blanco o se 
adquiere en lata. Se introducen en una 
mejilla una cáscara de naranja y una ramita de 
canela pequeña para macerar con la saliva que 
se vaya produciendo y que esta se impregne 
de sabor. Mientras, se pintan los labios con 

- Maíz blanco
- Cáscara de naranja
- Rama de canela
- Miel

miel. Cuando se tenga una buena cantidad de 
saliva marinada, se escupen la cáscara y la canela. 
Se agregan unos granos de maíz blanco y se mastica 
energéticamente para lograr una crema con el 
maíz y la saliva. Para endulzar, tomaremos porciones 
de miel con la lengua.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

2

3

4



Nutella

- Avellanas tostadas
- Chocolate 
   semi-amargo

Se colocan avellanas tostadas sin piel en una 
mejilla, y se van moviéndolas despacito 
mientras se humedecen y entibian, y recién 
cuando están tan blandas que se pueden ir 
licuando, se agrega una lasca finita de

chocolate semi-amargo en la otra mejilla o 
sublingual. A medida que el chocolate se va 
derritiendo se puede ir mezclando con la pasta de 
avellanas, e ir dosificando a gusto.

Insumos Procesos

D

1 2

Mermelada

Proceso previo: Se congelan frutillas y 
arándanos. Se introducen en la boca las 
frutas congeladas y se mueven por toda la 
boca mediante buches para que se vayan 
deshaciendo. Se agregan, también, frutas 
frescas para que convivan en simultáneo y se 

- Frutillas
- Arándanos
- Otras frutas 
   a elección
- Azúcar (opcional)

aprecien las distintas texturas. Cuando las frutas 
congeladas se hayan casi desintegrado por 
completo y las frescas estén más blandas, se 
mastica intensamente para moler. Se agrega 
azúcar mediante dedazos en el caso de que se lo 
desee.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

2 4

3



Pasas marinadas

- Pasas de uva
- Ron

Se coloca medio puñado de pasas de uva 
(idealmente grandes y sin semillas) en una 
mejilla y se va sintiendo humedecer mientras 
se entibian. Se vierte un traguito corto de ron 
o símil bajo la lengua lo mejor posible. Al 
comienzo se sentirá un poco de ardor, cuando 

empieza a pasar el efecto se sueltan las pasas que 
ya deben estar ablandadas y dejar que se terminen 
de marinar con el resto de saliva y ron al gusto. 
Luego se las puede ir aplastando sin morder hasta 
que largan las semillas si las había, y saber que se 
pueden tragar.

Insumos Procesos

D

1
2

Pavlova

Proceso previo: Se congela fruta. Se 
congelan monedas de crema de leche. Se 
introduce un trozo de fruta congelada (puede 
ser frutilla, arándano, mango, kiwi) y unas 
hojas de menta, y se mueven por toda la boca 
para enfriar. Luego, se trocean con los molares 
las frutas y se agrega la moneda de crema. Se 

- Fruta congelada
- Crema de leche
- Hojas de menta
- Merenguitos

vuelven a mover todos los ingredientes 
mediante buches suaves para que se derrita la 
crema y se integre la fruta. Cuando se tenga una 
crema homogénea de fruta, saliva y crema, se 
agregan merenguitos secos y se mastica para 
percibir el contraste de texturas.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

2

3

4



Postre de chocolate

Proceso previo: Se derrite chocolate y se 
moldea en moneda o se adquiere 
directamente una moneda de chocolate.
Se congelan monedas de crema de leche. 
Se toma una moneda de chocolate y se la aloja 
debajo de la lengua para que se derrita. Sobre 

- Chocolate
- Crema de leche

la lengua, se agrega la moneda de crema congelada. 
Cuando ambos estén a punto de disolverse, se 
bate mediante buches fuertes para que se 
emulsionen los ingredientes, y se traga a medida 
que se bate.

Insumos Procesos

D

1 2

Postre de manzana

Proceso previo: Se hace caramelo y se 
moldea en forma de moneda pequeña. Se 
coloca la moneda de caramelo debajo de la 
lengua. Se coloca sobre la lengua una laja de 
manzana deshidratada y un trozo de pan. A 

- Caramelo
- Manzana 
   deshidratada
- Pan

medida que el caramelo se disuelve y se produce 
saliva, se mueven la mandíbula y la lengua para 
que la saliva circule, y la manzana y el pan se 
ablanden. Se mastica para integrar.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

1

2

3



Torta de lima

Proceso previo: Se congelan monedas de 
crema. Se coloca la moneda de crema sobre 
la lengua y, debajo de ella, el gajo de limón.
Se buchea rápido para batir a medida que la 
crema se derrite y la lima libera su jugo, 
produciendo saliva. Se agrega una mordida de 

- Crema de leche
- Lima
- Galleta de vainilla
- Merenguito

galleta de vainilla y un merenguito. Se muerde 
directamente para apreciar las distintas 
texturas de sólidos mientras están firmes o se 
alojan sobre la lengua para apreciar cómo la 
crema de limón los ablanda.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

2

3

4

Torta de manzana

- Manzana
- Semillas de anís
- Rama de canela
- Ron
- Galleta tipo Lincoln
- Crema batida

Se muerden unos trozos de manzana y se los 
aloja en una mejilla para que se maceren con 
unas semillas de anís, una ramita pequeña de 
canela y un sorbito de ron hasta sentir que la 
manzana tiene una textura más blanda. Se 
retira la canela. Se dispone la manzana en la 
lengua, y se muerde media galleta tipo Lincoln

y se la aloja sobre la manzana. Se debe sentir 
cómo se ablanda la galleta con la manzana y la 
saliva. Después, se mastican todos los ingredientes 
para incorporarlos y aumentar la temperatura de 
la preparación. Se terminará con unos dedazos de 
crema batida a modo de cucharadas.

Insumos Procesos

D

1

2

3

4

5

6



Agua de jamaica

- Naranja
- Flores de hibiscus
- Canela
- Agua

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Proceso previo: Se congela una rodaja de 
naranja. Se colocan en una mejilla algunas 
flores de hibiscus y un trocito de canela para 
infusionar la saliva. Luego de unos instantes, 
cuando estas ya desprenden sus esencias, se
 

extraen de la boca, se toma un sorbo de agua y se 
tira la cabeza para atrás para hacer gárgaras.
Luego, se incorpora la cabeza a su eje y se agrega 
una rodaja de naranja congelada. Se mueve la 
cabeza de lado a lado para enfriar la bebida.

2

3

4

Aperitivos (en general)

- Hielo
- Aperitivo o 
  bebida blanca
- Sal o limón 
  (opcional)

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se introduce un cubo chico de hielo en la 
boca, seguido de un sorbo de algún aperitivo o 
bebida blanca. Se buchea despacito mientras 
 

la bebida se enfría, y se puede agregar sal o limón 
bajo la lengua a gusto.

2

3



Cafecito

- Granos de café
- Agua o leche

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se introduce algunos granos de café en la mejilla, 
y mientras se van humedeciendo se aplica 
leve presión hacia la encía a medida que se van

ablandando. Cuando están a punto de disolverse 
se sorba un poco de agua o leche tibia para luego 
buchearlo levemente mientras se traga despacito.

2

Daiquiri de frutilla

- Frutilla
- Ron
- Granadina

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Proceso previo: Se congela frutilla u otro 
fruto rojo. Se introduce la frutilla congelada 
en la boca y se la mueve de mejilla a mejilla 
para enfriar el interior de la boca y apreciar 
cómo su sabor aumenta a medida que sube su 
temperatura y cambia su textura. Cuando la 
 

superficie de la frutilla ya está blanda, se la 
mastica para hacer una pulpa. Se toma un sorbo 
de ron y se tira la cabeza para atrás para agregar 
mediante gotero unas gotas de granadina, y se 
procede a batir haciendo gárgaras. Se reincorpora 
la cabeza a su eje. Se bebe.

2

3



Gaseosa

- Caramelo duro
- Soda

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se coloca sobre la lengua un caramelo duro, y 
se lo mueve por toda la boca para que se 
disuelva y produzca saliva. Es importante no 
tragar esta saliva/sirope. Una vez disuelto, se 
tira la cabeza para atrás sin tragar, se agrega,  
 

directo del sifón, un chorro de soda, y luego se 
procede a hacer gárgaras para batir y mezclar. 
NOTA: podemos manipular la variación de sabor 
de la gaseosa cambiando los caramelos a gusto.

Granadina

- Hojas de menta
- Granada
- Soda

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se frotan unas hojas de menta alrededor de 
los labios. Se toman unas pepitas de granada y 
se mastican para extraer su jugo junto con las 
hojas de menta. Se exprime el jugo de los 
restos mediante la traba que se ejerce con los 
molares, manteniendo la pulpa entre las 

 

mejillas y los dientes. Se alojan los restos de 
granada entre las mejillas y los vestíbulos. Se tira 
la cabeza para atrás sin tragar y se agrega, directo 
del sifón, un chorro de soda. Se gargarea para 
mezclar.

2

3



Horchata

- Arroz
- Almendras 
- Corteza de canela

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Proceso previo: Se cocina arroz blanco. Se 
colocan algunas almendras en una de las 
mejillas y arroz cocido en la otra, una cantidad 
que no sea una molestia. Junto con el arroz, se 
agrega un pequeño trozo de corteza de canela.
Cuando se percibe que los ingredientes 
comenzaron a ablandarse por el calor y la 

saliva, se exhala aliento para sentir las moléculas 
aromáticas de la canela. Se retira la rama de la 
boca y se mastica intensamente para moler. Se 
realizan buches rápidos para emulsionar e integrar 
la pasta de arroz y almendras con la saliva, y así se 
obtener una bebida espesa.

2

3

Leche chocolatada

- Cacao en polvo
- Agua o leche

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se introduce un poquito de cacao en polvo 
sublingual, y luego comienza a tomar agua o 
leche tibia mezclando un instante en la boca. 
 

También se puede dejarlo reposar en la zona 
sublingual y el sabor a chocolate se mezcla con la 
saliva que posteriormente se traga.

2



Licuado de banana

- Leche 
  (opcional con Canela)
- Miel
- Banana

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Proceso previo: Se congelan monedas de 
leche (animal o vegetal, queda a elección). 
Opcional: puede agregarse, antes de 
congelar, una pizca de canela en la leche. 
Se pinta el contorno de los labios con miel.
Se muerde un trozo de banana y, con la 
 

lengua, se lo pisa presionándolo contra el 
paladar hasta obtener una pasta de banana y 
saliva. Se agrega la moneda de leche y se mezcla 
mediante un buche lento. Con la lengua, se lame 
la miel de los labios para endulzar la bebida a 
gusto.

2

3

Limonada

- Limón
- Agua fría
- Miel o azúcar   
   (opcional)

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se saliva por un minuto o dos, y luego se 
agrega una rodaja finita de limón sobre la 
lengua. Luego se toma un sorbo de agua fría
 

bucheando todo por un instante antes de tragar. 
Se puede endulzar a gusto, con miel sublingual o 
azúcar en los labios.

2

3



Matecito

- Yerba mate
- Miel o azúcar   
   (opcional)

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se introduce una cucharada de yerba mate 
(sin palo) en la mejilla, y mientras se va 
salivando y se va humedeciendo la yerba, se va
 

succionando traguitos poco a poco. Se puede 
endulzar a gusto, con miel sublingual o azúcar en 
los labios. 

2

Michelada

- Cerveza
- Sal
- Tomate cherry
- Soda
- Salsa picante 
  (opcional)

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Proceso previo: Congelar una moneda de 
cerveza. En los labios, se pinta el contorno 
con un poco de saliva y se reboza con sal. Se 
coloca en una mejilla un tomate cherry y, 
sobre la lengua, la cerveza congelada. Se 
mastica el tomate mientras se derrite la 
 

moneda. Se tira la cabeza para atrás y se agrega un 
chorro de soda. Se hacen gárgaras para mezclar. 
Para condimentar, se toman porciones de sal de la 
boca. Se suman dedazos de salsa picante si se 
tolera.

2

3

5

4



Ruso blanco

- Crema
- Granos de café
- Vodka

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Proceso previo: Se congelan monedas de 
crema. Primero, se introducen unos granos de 
café en las mejillas para que se marinen en la 
saliva que se produce como consecuencia y se 
genere café bucal. Luego de un minuto de 
extraer la "bebida" de los granos, se escupen, 
conservando la saliva de café. Seguido, se 
 

introduce la moneda de crema sobre la lengua y se 
toman unos sorbos de vodka. Se mueve la cabeza 
de lado a lado para que la crema se mezcle con el 
resto de los ingredientes y la bebida se enfríe. Se 
traga conforme sea necesario, para que no sea 
incómodo tanto líquido en boca.

2

3

Mojito

- Lima
- Hojas de menta
- Azúcar
- Ron
- Soda

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se coloca en la boca un gajo de lima, unas 
hojas de menta y varios dedazos de azúcar.
Se mastica un poco para liberar jugo y se aloja 
el resto de la lima en una mejilla para que siga 
emanando sabor. Se agrega un sorbo de ron y 

se tira la cabeza para atrás sin tragar. Se agrega 
soda directo del sifón y se incorpora la cabeza 
nuevamente a su eje. Se bate moviendo la cabeza 
de lado a lado con energía. Se traga, y se escupe la 
lima.

2

3

4

5



Té continuo

- Saquito de té
- Miel (opcional)

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se coloca un saquito de té a elección (ya 
humedecido y sin etiqueta) en la mejilla, 
regulando la intensidad según la presión y

flujo de saliva que se aplica. Se puede endulzar a 
gusto, con miel sublingual o en los labios.

2

Vermú

- Naranja
- Vermut
- Soda

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Proceso previo: Se congelan varios gajos 
de naranja. Se bebe un sorbo de vermut. 
Luego, se agrega soda mediante otro sorbo o 
con un chorro del sifón directo a la boca. Se 

suma un gajo de naranja congelado (no solo 
aportará sabor, también enfriará la bebida). Se 
rota la cabeza de lado a lado a modo de coctelera.

2

3



Vino caliente especiado

- Vino tinto
- Especias 
  (a elección)

Insumos Procesos

B

1

Se toma un sorbo de vino tinto. Se agregan 
una a una las especias mientras se realizan 
buches entre cada una para que vayan 
extrayendo sus aromas y sabores. Se 
continúan haciendo buches para que el vino
 

se caliente y se siga impregnando de las especias 
por unos instantes. Luego, se filtran las especias 
con los dientes, alojándolas en las mejillas, y se 
traga.

2



 

Savory ____________________________________ 
1. Artichokes 
2. Beef stew 
3. Borsch 
4. Ceviche 
5.  De-frosts (in general) 
6. Falafel 
7. Grape and corn salad 
8. Kebab 
9. Mango with tagine 
10. Marinated tofu 
11. Miso soup 
12. Muktuk 
13. Nut butter 
14. Pasta 
15. Polenta a la pomarola  
16. Potato and meat cake 
17. Pumpkin soup 
18. Sauerkraut 
19. Shakshuka 
20. Shrimp w/ Provençal saliva 
21. Tapenade 
22. Tartare 
23. Vietnamese vegetables 

 
Notes:  

- Caramel in Spanish is called Dulce de Leche (DDL), which comes in a spreadable format, but also as soft and hard 
candies, similar to but not exactly the same as caramel. The original recipes in Spanish were designed with DDL, but 
caramel can be used if no DDL is available.  

- When frozen coins are called for, they can be made by freezing a small amount of the liquid  (cream, beer, oil, etc.)  
in a mold so it is shaped and sized like a thick coin. 

  
 
 
Sweets _________________________________________ 

1.  Apple dessert 
2.  Apple pie 
3.  Banana split 
4.  Banana w/peanuts 
5.  Bariloche cream 
6.  Bread pudding 
7.  Chia pudding 
8.  Chocolate cream 
9.  Chocolate hummus 
10.  Chocotorta 
11.  Classic Nutella 
12.  Fizzy fruit (complex) 
13.  Lemon cake 
14.  Marinated raisins 
15.  Marmalade 
16.  Mazamorra  
17.  Pavlova 
18.  Rice pudding 
19.  Rioplatense Nutella  

  



 

Beverages _________________________________________ 
1.  Appetizers (in general) 
2.  Banana smoothie 
3.  Chocolate milk 
4.  Coconut milk 
5.  Continues tea 
6.  Grenadine 
7.  Horchata 
8.   Jamaica water 
9.   Lemonade 
10.  Long water 
11. Macchiato 
12.  Matecito 
13.  Michelada 
14.  Mojito 
15.  Mulled wine 
16.  Peach and barley drink 
17.  Soda 
18.  Strawberry Daiquiri 
19.  Vermouth 
20.  White Russian 

 
 
 

 
Savory ____________________________________ 
 
ARTICHOKE - artichoke, oil, orange    
Previous process: Artichoke is cooked. 
-- 
1 An orange slice is squeezed with the mouth to extract its juice. 2 Add a sip of olive oil and gargle with the orange juice to 
form the vinaigrette. 3 Take a (preferably fleshy) artichoke leaf, insert it into your mouth and scrape the pulp from the base of 
the leaf with your paddles. 4 Mix by slowly blending the pulp with the vinaigrette. 5 As an option, instead of the leaf, a piece of 
fibrous stem can be inserted into the mouth and chewed until all the pulp is removed, and then discard the excess dry fiber (a 
beautiful bi-product).  
  
BEEF STEW - beef jerky, tomato sauce 
1 Pieces of jerky are placed on one or both cheeks so that their saltiness stimulates the production of saliva and they resume 
their meat texture. 2 Once the jerky is softened, introduce a bit of tomato sauce sublingually, and mix it by means of slow 
swishes, blending the saliva with the meat and sauce. 
 
BORSCH- beef jerky, beetroot 
1 A few pieces of jerky are placed inside the cheek to soften and extract its flavor to the saliva, thus generating a salivary meat 
broth. 2 Then some beetroot chips are added in the other cheek so that they soften with saliva. 3 When the beets are soft, 
begin making strong swishes so that the beets finish hydrating. 4 Everything is processed by strong swishes and after 
swallowing the juice you can finish chewing and enjoying the jerky. Note- you can use store-bought beet chips or dehydrated 
slices of raw beets. 
 
CEVICHE- fish, cilantro, salt, chives, lemon 
1 Coriander leaves, a pinch of salt and a piece of chives are placed on the tongue, according to tolerance. 2 These ingredients 
are then mixed by means of a slow swish, proceeding to crush them with the molars to obtain a paste and generate the base 
of the dressing. 3 Next, introduce a piece of fresh raw fish into the mouth, followed by a suck of lemon. 4 Move the fish all 
around the mouth so that it mixes with the paste, taking a moment to appreciate how the fresh scent of cilantro opens up 
through exhalations of breath. 5 Then it is chewed and savored. The flavor of the fish is more appreciable with this recipe than 
in the traditional way of preparing Ceviche, which was previously macerated with lemon. 
 
DE-ICES (in general)- frozen vegetables and fruits 
Previous process: Pieces of fruits and vegetables are frozen (you can take advantage of the pieces that are deteriorating). 
-- 
1 Be it sweet or savory, the desired pieces of frozen food are placed into the mouth like candy. Basically, any food that can be 
frozen can be used for this. For savory, it can be any vegetable cut into small pieces and nice shapes. For sweets, small fruits 
are used (red fruit type) or else a larger fruit can be cut into small portions. You can also try with purées or anything else that 
works for this purpose. 



 

 
FALAFEL- chickpeas, olive oil, mint, parsley, lemon, salt 
Previous process: Chickpeas are cooked (or used from a can) and as a variant, they can be toasted with cumin and salt. 
-- 
1 A swish is made with a little olive oil so that it permeates the entire mouth. 2 Mint and parsley are gently chewed to form a 
paste and then the chickpeas are added by chewing them together with the herb paste. 3 You can suck on a lemon to add 
contrast, and then paint the commissures of your lips with olive oil, so the salt sticks, and use it to season. 
 
GRAPES AND CORN SALAD - grapes, corn, oil, salt 
Previous process: Cook the corn on the cob (or use canned or frozen grains). 
-- 
1 Place some grapes in the mouth (ideally without seeds, but if they have, you can remove them in a joint effort between the 
tongue and the palettes) and store the pulp in one cheek. 2 Corn kernels are bitten off with the palettes (if this action is difficult, 
you can use the loose kernels). 3 Then paint your lips with olive oil and coat them with salt. 4 The ingredients are slowly 
chewed to appreciate the juiciness of the grape and the crispness of the corn and portions of salt and olive oil are taken with 
the tongue from the lips to season the mixture. 
 
KEBAB- beef jerky, harissa sauce 
1 A bit of jerky is introduced into one of the cheeks and remains until hydrated with saliva. 2 When it is already moistened, 
begin to chew the pieces of meat to soften its fibers. 3 Excess fluid is then extracted by squeezing the mixture through the 
molars by pressing the cheeks against it, so the juices flow towards the tongue. 4 Lips are painted with harissa sauce and the 
meat is seasoned by taking portions of it with the tongue. Note- if any discomfort is experienced by the harissa on the lips, it 
can be added by dabbing. 
 
MANGO WITH TAGINE- mango, oil, tagine              
1 Mango (or other fruits such as melon or cucumber) can be used at different degrees of ripeness for different experiences. 
You can use already cut pieces of mango, or learn to eat the mango from its peel turned inside out. 2 A piece of mango is 
introduced into the mouth. 3 The commissures of the lips are painted with olive oil and tagine is applied to make it stick 
(battered type). 4 Using the tongue, take portions of the tajine as you bite into the mango pieces. Each bite of fruit should be 
interspersed with a puff of tajine and suck on a slice of lime so that the seasoning is finished. 
 
MARINATED TOFU - tofu, oil, lemon, garlic, cilantro 
1 Take a small sip of olive oil that permeates the entire inside of the mouth with a quick swish. 2 A small piece of tofu is placed 
in one of the cheeks, and a lemon peel is placed in the other along with a garlic clove with skin and coriander leaves. 3 Saliva 
is diverted to the cheek with the aromatic ingredients so that it soaks up the flavors for an instant. 4 As soon as the desired 
flavor saturation is reached, the saliva is transferred to the cheek where the tofu is and then the lemon peel and garlic are 
removed. 5 It is stationed for a few moments so that the tofu is soaked in this saliva and then it is slowly chewed. 
 
MISO SOUP- miso, green onions, water 
1 Paint the corners of your lips with miso paste, and be careful that it is not too spicy. 2 A piece of green onion is lodged in one 
cheek. 3 A sip of hot water is taken, and a slow swish is made and the green onions are crushed by the molars so as to release 
its flavor, without cutting it. 4 With the tongue, take portions of miso from the commissures, and dissolve them in the broth 
created by the green onions and water, by means of quick swishes. 
 
MUKTUK- fish, soy sauce 
Previous process: Cubes of fish of any type suitable for raw consumption are cut and frozen. 
-- 
1 Put the frozen fish cube to marinate in soy sauce so that it softens. 2 When it is at the desired temperature, it is placed in the 
mouth and savored until it is well dissolved and then it is swallowed. 
 
NUT BUTTER - nuts, vinegar, oil, salt 
1 Nut seeds are lodged in the cheeks; sunflower, peanut, cashew, etc. 2 A few drops of vinegar are placed sublingually to 
stimulate saliva production. Lips are painted with olive oil and coated with kosher salt. 3 An aromatic breath is exhaled to 
increase taste and then chewed vigorously so that the ingredients are ground into a smooth paste. 4 Small portions of salt are 
taken with the tongue to season to taste. 5 It can be swallowed directly or first add a bite of toast or cracker. 
  
PASTA- pasta, seasoning 
Previous process: Cook a small amount of pasta of your choice, once cooked, dehydrate it in the sun, oven, toaster, etc., (or 
use some ready-made pasta such as dehydrated ramen, lasagna, etc.). 
-- 
1 Put a little bit of pasta on one cheek and as it hydrates it can be accompanied with some seasoning (pesto, provençal, etc.) 
to savor, or enjoy it plain. Depending on the type of pasta, the shape and texture can create different experiences in the mouth 
(penne, noodles, fusilli, etc.). 
 
POLENTA A LA POMAROLA - precooked cornmeal, tomato, seasoning 
1 Place fine precooked cornmeal in a cheek and let hydrate until it feels ready. 2 Then add a pinch of salt and aromatic herbs 
under the tongue. 3 A cherry tomato (or portion of a larger tomato) is placed in the other cheek and while chewing it, the 
hydrated polenta is slowly passed along, blending with it. 
 
 
 
 



 

 
POTATO CAKE- beef jerky, raisins, dehydrated potato 
1 A portion of jerky is placed on one cheek together with some raisins, so that they marinate, hydrate, and recover their soft 
texture. 2 When they are ready, add a handful of dehydrated potato flakes and place it on the other cheek so that it hydrates 
with the saliva that the meat with spices produced. 3 The meat is slowly chewed until ground, without mixing with the puree 
yet. 4 When the meat is ground, all the ingredients and flavors are mixed and slowly chewed. 
 
PUMPKIN SOUP - pumpkin, cream, oil, spices (adobo) 
Previous process: Cook pumpkin (or zucchini, carrot, etc.)  
--- 
1 Paint your lips with olive oil and coat them with spices. 2 A piece of pumpkin is placed on the tongue and a bit of cream 
sublingually. 3 The vegetable is pressed against the palate so that it is crushed and mixed with the cream, helped by the 
warmth of the mouth. 4 When that is dissolved, the spices are added to taste, licking the lips. 5 The ingredients are then 
incorporated by means of swishes so that the cream and the pumpkin are emulsified with the saliva, forming a thick broth. 
 
SAUEKRAUT- cabbage, salt, sugar, vinegar, coriander 
1 A piece of cabbage is bitten with the incisors and canines so that the finest possible strands are obtained. 2 Then it is lodged 
in one cheek along with a pinch of salt and sugar until the fibers soften. 3 A few drops of vinegar are added sublingually to 
generate saliva. Between the saliva, vinegar, salt and sugar, the cabbage will cure and change its texture. 4 Then some 
coriander seeds are arranged in the upper vestibule and when they soften, the cabbage is moved towards the center of the 
mouth and, by means of pressure towards the palate, it is squeezed so that the structure of the cabbage finally softens with 
the vinegar and saliva. 5 Excess liquid is extracted by suction and pressure with the entire tongue on the cabbage against the 
palate. 6 You finish chewing the cabbage by adding the coriander seeds that were kept in the vestibule according to the 
desired intensity. 
 
SHAKSHUKA- hard-boiled egg, tomato, bell pepper, parsley 
Previous process: Cook hard-boiled eggs. 
-- 
1 A piece of tomato, bell pepper and some parsley leaves are placed in the mouth, they are gently crushed only to amalgamate 
them and then are lodged in the cheeks to marinate. 2 Suctioning through the molars, excess liquid from the vegetables and 
salivation are extracted and swallowed. 3 Then a hard-boiled egg is eaten in small bites and chewed together with the mixture, 
dosing to taste. 
  
SHRIMP W/ PROVENÇAL SALIVA - shrimps, provençal 
Previous process: Prawns or shrimp are cooked, ideally whole, and already cleaned (or can be obtained frozen). 
-- 
1 A pinch of provençal (a mixture of garlic and parsley) is introduced into one cheek and remains for a few moments to hydrate 
and pass its flavor to the saliva that is produced. 2 When enough saliva has been produced, the prawn is introduced and 
chewed to taste with the salivary provençal. Note- if you work with whole prawns, it's more fun because you have to clean it in 
your mouth, you can bite off the head and discard it, and to detach the shell and legs that you can work with your tongue (you 
will need to devein them at some point) 
 
TAPENADE- olive, oil, basil 
1 A few basil leaves are placed in one cheek and olives are introduced into the mouth one at a time, pitting them with the teeth 
and tongue (or use pitted olives). 2 The olives are stored in one of the cheeks (while the pits are spit out) and this action is 
repeated until a good amount of accumulated pulp is obtained. 3 A spoonful of olive oil is placed sublingually and then the 
olives are chewed with the basil, emulsifying everything through strong swishes. 
  
TARTAR- meat, garlic, onion, parsley, salt 
1 The following ingredients are chopped in the mouth: a small piece of garlic, another of onion, a few leaves of parsley, and 
salt, together with the saliva that is generated. 2 Then, small pieces of raw meat are torn off with the teeth and chewed 
together with the seasoned saliva, but with more force so that the meat is well-ground, and while it warms up together with the 
saliva, the flavors are amalgamated. Note- the meat must be fresh and lean, cut into very thin slices. The meat may be easier or 
harder to chew depending on the direction of the fiber, thickness, and quality. 
 
VIETNAMESE VEGETABLES- vegetables, peanuts, soy sauce, 
1 Some peanuts are lodged in one cheek so that they soften with the heat and moisture of the mouth. 2 Then they are chewed 
little by little to form a creamy butter with the saliva. 3 Then bite the pieces of vegetables (any size and variety you like) and mix 
them with the peanut butter. 4 A teaspoon of soy sauce is placed sublingually and then the mix is savored and chewed. 5 You 
can keep adding pieces of vegetables while the seasoning continues in the mouth. 
 
  
 
 
Sweets ____________________________________ 
 
APPLE DESSERT- caramel, dehydrated apple, bread 
1 A small piece of caramel candy is placed under the tongue. 2 A slice of dehydrated apple and a small piece of bread are 
placed on top of the tongue. 3 As the caramel dissolves and saliva is produced, the tongue is moved to circulate the saliva, as 
the apple and bread soften. 4 Then the apple and bread are chewed to integrate them and the caramel can be removed or 
continued sucking. 
 



 

APPLE PIE- apple, cinnamon, rum, vanilla cookie 
1 Small pieces of peeled apple are bitten off and lodged in one cheek to marinate with a small cinnamon stick (or powder) and 
a sip of rum is taken until the apple feels softer in texture and the cinnamon stick is removed. 2 The apple is arranged on the 
tongue, and half a vanilla cookie is placed on the apple. You can feel how the cookie softens with the apple and the saliva. 3 
Afterwards, all the ingredients are integrated by chewing, and the temperature of the preparation rises. Optional- add a few 
fingers of whipped cream to taste. 
 
BANANA SPLIT - dehydrated banana, chocolate 
1 Dried banana chips are placed in one cheek until softened, which may take several minutes. 2 Subsequently, a small piece of 
chocolate is placed sublingually, and is kept there for a few moments until it melts and blends with the saliva. 3 Then the 
bananas are slowly chewed in with the chocolate, dosing it. 4 Proceed to make a few swishes to savor everything together. 
 
BANANA w/PEANUTS- banana, peanuts 
1 A handful of unsalted roasted peanuts are placed in one cheek to moisten, and a large bite of ripe banana is placed inside 
the other cheek. 2 When you begin to feel the peanut moistened and juicy, begin to chew small amounts without swallowing 
until you feel a homogeneous but lumpy paste. 3 Then slowly drain the banana, which will already be soft, moist and warm, so 
that it mixes with the peanut butter, playing with the textures and flavors as they blend together. 
 
BARILOCHE CREAM- chocolate, caramel (TN- Bariloche is a traditional town in the Andean region of Argentina) 
1 Caramel is put on the tongue (it can be hard or toffee type). Semisweet chocolate bits are added sublingually. As it melts, 
proceed to play with its textures and temperatures, making movements with the tongue so that the different sensations 
generated by the mixture are perceived. 
 
BREAD PUDDING- bread, cream, caramel  
1 A small piece of bread is put on top of the tongue and a teaspoon of cream is placed on top of it. 2 Caramel is added 
sublingually. 3 The tongue is moved gently so that saliva generated by the caramel and cream begins to blend together, and 
the bread becomes hydrated. 4 Then, when the bread is soft and moist, it is chewed and swished to emulsify. 
 
CHIA PUDDING- fruit, chia, stevia 
Previous process: Pieces of fruit of your choice are frozen (you can take advantage of the pieces that are deteriorating). 
-- 
1 A small amount of chia seeds are inserted into one cheek and lodged there for a long time so that they become activated as 
salivation begins, and when the mucilage appears a new sensation in the mouth will be felt. 2 Stevia leaves are placed under 
the tongue. 3 A piece of frozen fruit is placed inside the other cheek. 4 As the fruit melts and sublingual stimulation produces 
sweet, creamy saliva, the liquid is blended in with the chia. 5 Proceed to emulsify all the ingredients with a swish, also biting 
the chia seeds with the fruit. 
 
CHOCOLATE CREAM- chocolate, cream 
1 A small piece of chocolate is placed under the tongue until it melts. 2 A teaspoon of cream is added on top of the and then it 
is beaten by means of strong swishes so that the ingredients are emulsified, and then slowly swallowed. 
 
CHOCOLATE HUMMUS- chickpeas, chocolate, salt, sugar 
Previous process: Chickpeas are cooked (or used from a can). 
-- 
1 The commissures of the lips are painted with saliva and sugar is placed on one side and salt on the other. 2 Some chickpeas 
are placed in one cheek and a small piece of chocolate in the other. 3 As the chocolate dissolves, a few chickpeas are taken 
from the other cheek and chewed with the chocolate dissolved in the saliva to form a paste. 4 Portions of salt and pepper are 
taken with the tongue, and interspersed while chewing to season the paste. 
 
CHOCOTORTA- coffee, chocolate cookie, cream cheese, caramel 
1 Some coffee beans are placed sublingually for a few moments. 2 After a little saliva is produced, the beans are moved 
around the mouth to scent it. 3 Then they are kept in the mouth or removed, and a small piece of chocolate cookie is inserted 
on the tongue so that it soaks up the coffee saliva. 4 Before the cookie completely disintegrates, add cream cheese and 
caramel in equal amounts to the cheeks, using your fingers. 5 By means of slow swishes, all the ingredients are mixed together 
and the cookie is bitten to the extent that a smoother or chunkier effect is desired. 
 
CLASSIC NUTELLA- hazelnuts, chocolate 
1 Toasted hazelnuts without skin are placed on one cheek, moving them slowly until they are moist and warm, and only when 
they are so soft that they can be blended, a thin slice of semisweet chocolate is added in the other cheek or sublingually. 2 As 
the chocolate melts, it gets mixed with the hazelnut paste, and dosed as desired. 
 
FIZZY FRUIT (this recipe is challenging) - fruit + dry ice 
Previous process: A piece of dry ice is placed in a thermal container, covered with a towel and pieces of fruit are added (ideally 
red fruits that are already the right size) and left to rest for 12 hours. (Note- the desired effect is achieved only with dry ice, it is 
not achieved by freezing the fruit in the freezer) 
-- 
1 Small bits of different fruits are introduced into the mouth. This can be done simultaneously or one by one. 2 With swishes, 
the fruits are moved through the mouth so that they break and thus explode effervescently. If they are introduced one by one, 
you can appreciate the different textures and ways they effervescent, depending on what fruit it is and if it has skin/shell or not. 
 
LEMON CAKE- lemon, cream, vanilla cookie, meringue 



 

1 A lemon wedge is placed sublingually for a while until increased salivation is felt, and then it is withdrawn. 2 A teaspoon of 
cream is added in the mouth and swished quickly to whip it up, producing creamy saliva. 3 A little piece of vanilla biscuit and 
meringue are bitten directly to feel the different textures of solids while they are firm, so as to appreciate how the lemon cream 
softens them. 
  
MARINATED RAISINS- raisins, rum 
1 A handful of raisins (seedless) is placed in one cheek and left to moisten and warm up. 2 A short sip of rum or similar is 
poured under the tongue as best as possible (w/a spoon or dropper). 3 At the beginning, you will feel a little burning, when the 
effect begins to wear off, release the raisins that should already be softened and let them finish marinating with the rest of the 
saliva and rum as desired. 4 Then they can be crushed and slowly swallowed. 
 
MARMALADE - fruits 
Previous process: Strawberries, blueberries or other desired fruits are frozen. 
-- 
1 Small amounts of frozen fruit are introduced into the mouth and moved around by means of swishes so that they dissolve. 2 
Fresh fruits are also added so that they coexist simultaneously and the different textures and temperatures are appreciated. 3 
When the frozen fruits are softer and the fresh ones almost completely disintegrated, they are chewed together in a blend of 
contrasts. 
 
MAZAMORRA- white corn, orange peel, cinnamon, honey, nuts 
Previous process: White corn is cooked (or used from a can). 
-- 
1 An orange peel and a small cinnamon stick (or powder) are introduced into one cheek to macerate with the saliva that is 
produced so it impregnates with flavor. 2 When a good amount of marinated saliva is generated, remove the peel and 
cinnamon stick, add a few grains of white corn and chew them to achieve a cream with the saliva. 3 Then lips are painted with 
honey and the tongue seasons to taste. 4 Some nuts are then added and chewed to generate a contrast of textures; liquid, 
soft and crunchy. 
  
PAVLOVA- fruit, mint, cream, meringues 
1 A small piece of fruit is introduced in the mouth (natural or frozen) along with some mint leaves and moved throughout the 
mouth until amalgamated. 2 Then the fruits are slightly crushed and a teaspoon of sublingual cream is added. 3 All the 
ingredients are mixed by soft swishes until they get integrated. 4 When you have a homogeneous cream of fruit, saliva and 
cream, dry meringues are added and chewed to perceive the contrast of textures. 
 
RICE PUDDING - rice, cream, caramel 
Previous process: The rice is cooked and cooled and cream coins are frozen  
-- 
1 The rice is placed in one cheek so that it softens and absorbs mouth temperature. 2 Then the cream coin is added to the 
tongue, and a small piece of caramel is placed sublingually. As they dissolve, the saliva absorbs the rice flavor, and vice-versa. 
3 Then slow swishes are made to amalgamate the liquid with the rice and finish dissolving the caramel. 
 
RIOPLATENSE NUTELLA- hazelnuts, caramel (TN- Rioplatense includes the region surrounding both sides of the Río de la 
Plata) 
1 Toasted hazelnuts without skin are placed in one cheek, moving them slowly until they are moist and warm, and only when 
they are so soft that they can be blended, a small amount of caramel is added in the other cheek or sublingually (optional to 
use caramel candy). 2 As the caramel dissolves with saliva, it gets mixed with the hazelnut paste, and dosed as desired. 
 
 
 
Beverages_________________________________________    
 
APPETIZERS (in general)- ice, appetizer, lemon, salt 
1 A small ice cube is placed in the mouth, followed by a sip of some aperitive you like. 2 Slowly swish while the liquid cools, 
and salt or lemon can be added under the tongue, according to taste. 
 
BANANA SMOOTHIE- banana, cream, honey 
Previous process: Cream coins are frozen, and a pinch of cinnamon may be added before freezing. 
-- 
1 A piece of banana is bitten, then pressed against the hard palate until obtaining a paste of banana and saliva. 2 Add the 
cream coin and mix by slowly swishing. 3 Paint the commissures of the lips with honey and lick to sweeten the drink according 
to taste. 
  
CHOCOLATE MILK- cocoa powder, milk 
1 A tiny bit of cocoa powder is inserted sublingually. 2 Then a sip of warm milk or cream is added, gently swishing briefly in the 
mouth before swallowing. You can also let the cocoa rest sublingually as the chocolate flavor mixes with the saliva, (w/out milk 
or cream) and then swallow. 
 
COCONUT MILK- shredded coconut 
1 A portion of grated coconut is placed under the tongue until it softens with the saliva produced and releases its flavor. 2 
Then the coconut is chewed with saliva to break up the fibers to further release its properties and even more flavor. 3 It is 
filtered by depositing the pulp in the cheek and sucking it through the molars to extract the vegetable milk.  
 



 

CONTINUOUS TEA 
1 A tea bag of choice is placed in the cheek, already moistened and without the string and label, (use already used tea bags 
for a softer taste). The intensity is regulated according to the pressure and flow of saliva that is applied. It can be sweetened to 
taste, with honey painted on the lips. Herbal teas are milder than black-leaf teas or astringent ones. 
 
GRENADINE- pomegranate, mint, seltzer 
1 A few mint leaves are rubbed on the lips. 2 Take a few pomegranate seeds, crush them gently and keep them in your 
cheeks, together with the mint leaves. 3 Then squeeze them by pressing them against the molars, filtering their juices, and 
keeping the pulp between cheeks and teeth. 4 Take a large sip of seltzer and swish it around before swallowing. 
  
HORCHATA - white rice, almonds, cinnamon 
Previous process: White rice is cooked and cooled. 
-- 
1 A few almonds are placed in one cheek and a bit of cooked rice in the other. Along with the rice, a small piece of cinnamon 
stick is added. 2 When the ingredients begin to feel softer due to the heat and saliva, exhale breath and inhale it back through 
the nose to feel the aromatic molecules of cinnamon. 3 The cinnamon stick is removed and the mixture is chewed intensely to 
grind it. 4 Quick swishes are made to emulsify and integrate the rice and almond paste with the saliva, thus obtaining a thick 
beverage. 
 
JAMAICA WATER- orange, hibiscus, cinnamon, water 
Previous process: Freeze orange slices. 
-- 
1 Place a small amount of hibiscus flowers in one cheek, and a small piece of cinnamon stick in the other, infusing with the 
saliva. After a few moments, when these start releasing their essence, remove them from the mouth, take a sip of water and 
throw your head back in order to gargle without swallowing the water. Then add a slice of the frozen orange and shake your 
head from side to side like a shaker to cool the drink before swallowing. 
 
LEMONADE- lemon, water/seltzer, honey 
1 Salivate for a few minutes, and then add a thin slice of lemon to your tongue. 2 Then take a sip of cold water or seltzer, 
swishing everything before swallowing. It can be sweetened to taste, by licking honey painted on the lips. 
 
LONG WATER- water 
1 Fill your mouth with as much water as possible, and very slowly, sip by sip, begin to swallow it. At the beginning, it can be a 
little difficult to accommodate so much liquid, but it is good training. The longer you leave it, the water gets more viscous, as 
the saliva produced gets incorporated. 
 
MACCHIATO- coffee beans, milk 
1 Introduce some coffee beans into one or both cheeks, and while they are moistening and softening, they are squeezed while 
pressed against the gums. 2 When they are about to dissolve, sip a little warm milk or cream, swish it all around the mouth and 
slowly swallow. 
 
MATECITO- water, mate herbs (TN- this is a very popular infusion found mainly in Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Southern Brazil 
and Uruguay) 
1 A spoonful of yerba mate (w/out sticks) is introduced into one of the cheeks (or a tea bag of pre-moistened yerba mate), and 
while salivating and the yerba becoming moist, sips are sucked out, little by little. It can be sweetened to taste, with honey or 
sugar painted on the lips. 
 
MICHELADA- tomato, beer, salt, hot sauce 
Previous process: Freeze beer coins. 
-- 
1 A piece of tomato is placed in one cheek and the frozen beer coin on the tongue. 2 The tomato is chewed while the coin 
melts. 3 Take a sip of seltzer, mixing by gargling it. 4 Finally, the lips are painted with saliva and covered with salt, seasoning to 
taste and add a touch of hot sauce if tolerated. 
 
MOJITO- lime, mint, sugar, rum, seltzer 
1 A wedge of lime, some mint leaves and a bit of sugar are placed in the mouth. 2 This is all chewed a little to release juices 
and the rest of the lime is lodged in one cheek to continue exuding flavor. 3 Add a sip of rum and then gargle, throwing your 
head back without swallowing. 4 Then a sip of seltzer is added, then shake your head vigorously from side to side until ready 
to swallow. 
  
MULLED  WINE- wine, spices (orange, cinnamon, cloves) 
1 A sip of red wine is introduced into the mouth and the chosen spices are added one by one and swished every time a new 
one is introduced. 2 Continue to swish for a few moments so that the wine warms up and continues to soak up the spices. 3 
Then the spices are filtered out through the teeth, lodging them in the cheeks, and the wine is slowly swallowed. You can 
continue the process with the same spices until they lose flavor. 
 
PEACH AND BARLEY DRINK- dehydrated peach, orange peel, cancha corn, panela 
1 A dehydrated peach is chewed a little to break it up and then lodged in one cheek so that it is macerated with an orange peel 
(make sure the peel does not have pith, the white layer which is bitter). 2 Some cancha corn grains are added in the other 
cheek, softening them while the peach is macerating. 3 Then a little panela is scratched with the incisors and placed under the 
tongue so that it dissolves while stimulating the salivary glands. 4 All the ingredients are then crushed to form a creamy drink 
when a sufficient amount of saliva has been produced in the maceration. 5 Swishes can be made to emulsify. 
 



 

SODA (carbonated or soft drinks)- hard candy, seltzer 
1 A hard candy is introduced into the mouth until it begins to dissolve along with the saliva. It is important not to swallow the 
saliva/syrup. 2 Then take a big sip of seltzer (sparkling water) and with the head tilted back, proceed to gargle and then swish 
the mixture before swallowing it. Note: there are so many flavors of candy or even herbs and fruits that you can try everything. 
1 2 3 4 5 6  
 
STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI- strawberry, grenadine, rum 
Previous process: Freeze strawberries or other red fruits. 
-- 
1 Place the frozen strawberry in the mouth and move it from cheek to cheek so that it cools the mouth. Sense how the 
flavorfulness increases as its temperature rises and its texture changes. 2 When the surface of the strawberry gets soft, it is 
chewed to make pulp. 3 Then add a few drops of grenadine sublingually (w/dropper or teaspoon), and then take a sip of rum 
and swish it around before swallowing. 
  
VERMOUTH- orange, vermouth, seltzer 
Previous process: Orange segments are frozen. 
-- 
1 A frozen orange segment is placed in the mouth for flavor and for cooling. 2 A sip of vermouth is added, and then a sip of 
seltzer. The head is then rotated from side to side like a shaker to mix it all up before swallowing. 
 
WHITE RUSSIAN- coffee beans, cream, vodka 
Previous process: Cream coins are frozen. 
-- 
1 Introduce some coffee beans into the cheeks so that they marinate with saliva (if you want a more intense flavor, you can 
bite the beans). 2 Then remove the grains (or swallow them) and the cream coin is inserted on the tongue and a few sips of 
vodka are taken. 3 Move the head from side to side (or swish it) so that the cream mixes with the rest of the ingredients and as 
the drink cools, start to slowly swallow it. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Say-ahh 
A graphic analysis of different aspects of the mouth and eating is next shown and 
developed regarding anatomy, ergonomy and metrics. The diagrams and data represented 
are of a suggestive nature (not necessarily exact), to be used as a point of reference and 
validation. The metrics taken in terms of drinking and eating abilities are taken as averages, 
since these data are highly variable, depending on the age, size, health and cultural patterns 
of each person, among other factors. Beyond these caveats, it is useful to make a first 
approach to the subject matter in the spirit stated. 
 
A.    Alimentary anatomy 

a .  Digestive system 
b.   Parts and functions of the mouth 
c.   Mouth sizes and measurements 

  
  

B.    Ergonomics of eating and drinking 
a.   Intuitive actions 
b.  Specific actions to bring food to the mouth 
c.   Specific actions that occur inside the mouth 
d.   Actions that are related to eating, before reaching the mouth 

 
Note: in the practice of eating and drinking, the specific actions discussed above are combined 
in a diversity of sequences, understood as compound actions: 

!  drink (slurp + swallow; w/out hands) 
!  drink (sip from hands + swallow) 
!  drink (sip from container + swallow) 
!  drink (suck via straw + swallow) 
!  eat (lick + swallow) 
!  eat (bite the food grasped with the hands + chew + swallow) 
!  eat (introduce food into the mouth with hands + chew + swallow) 
!  eat (introduce food into the mouth with utensil + chew + swallow)  

 
These actions are generally intuitive and semi-automatic (sometimes completely automatic), and it is precisely to this 
point of naturalized sequential mouth practices that MG's proposal aims at. By consciously and deliberately 
practicing them, it can help broaden the breadth and depth for exploring and discovering new in mouth possibilities. 

  
  
C.     Food metrics 

a.   Mouth sizes and measurements 
b.   Relationship with utensils/crockery 
c.   Liquid and solid intake (per day, session and action) 

   
 
 
 
 



a. Digestive system

The digestive system put 
into bodily context
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A. Alimentary anatomy

Salivary
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Total length: approximately 9 meters

 

 

 
  

Flow diagram of the digestive system

Mouth

Salivary glands

Esophagus

LiverGallbladder

Stomach RectumLarge
intestine

Small
intestine Anus

The digestive 
process begins in 
the mouth with the 
chewing and 
crushing of food in 
order to facilitate 
digestion.

The salivary glands 
produce saliva, the 
first bodily component 
for digesting food 
since it contains 
digestive enzymes. It 
also facilitates moving 
the alimentary bolus 
through the 
esophagus.

The gallbladder is a 
small organ that stores 
bile: a fatty digestive 
fluid that facilitates the 
digestion and 
absorption of nutrients.

The liver secretes bile, 
which allows for 
transporting waste 
and breaking down 
fats in the small 
intestine. It fabricates 
proteins and 
cholesterol as the 
body needs them.

Shreds Transports Digest
Absorbs 

nutrients and 
H2O

Absorbs H2O 
and transforms

 it into feces
Stores fecal 

matter
Eliminates 

waste

Produces
saliva

Stores
digestive

fluids
Produces

bile

Pancreas

The pancreas secretes 
enzymes that help 
decompose 
carbohydrates, fats, 
proteins and nucleic 
acids. Also hormones 
related to digestion.
 

Produces
bile

The esophagus 
transports the 
bolus through the 
thorax and 
prevents reflux.

The stomach 
digests the food 
by mixing it with 
gastric juices.

 The small 
intestine absorbs 
nutrients and 
water to use 
them as fuel for 
body tissue.

The large intestine 
(or colon) absorbs 
the water of what 
has been digested, 
and manufactures 
feces from the 
digestion's waste.

The rectum is the 
last part of colon, 
where fecal 
matter is stored, 
which is later 
expelled by the 
anus

The process 
ends at the anus, 
the hole at the 
end of the 
digestive tube, 
where the waste 
materials leave 
the organism.
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The mouth in context
 of the face

The mouth in context
 of the face
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b. Parts and functions of the mouth
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Sagittal cross section Bite details 
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Cross section of front of mouth

Tastes that the
tongue detects

 Types of taste budsTastes and types
 of taste buds

Tongue muscles

Trigeminal nerve

Goblets
Foliated
Fungiforms
Filiform

Goblets
Foliated
Fungiforms
Filiform
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Sour
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Sweet
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Tongue
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longitudinal
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Ophthalmic zone
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The main function of the trigeminal nerve is
chewing. By enervating the related muscles
with the opening and closing of the mouth, 
chewing (as well as speech and partially 
breathing), they relate to this nerve.

Umami

Bitter
Sour

Salty
Sweet

Umami
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Breast-feed Baby bottle

b. Specific actions for approximating food to mouth

B.  Ergonomics of eating and drinking

From jetFrom surface From hands

With straw From glass With spoon

Líquids

Intuitive actions (new borns)a.
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With chopsticks

Small

With fork

Medium Large

Unidimensional 
semi-soft (grissini)

Unidimensional
 hard (carrot)

Tridimensional
hard (apple)

Bidimensional
semi-soft (cookie)

With palette

Solids

Bite
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*Automatic phenomenon that accompanies most of the following actions.
Average saliva generated in one minute: approximately 1.6 ml.

Salivation

Swallowing

Tasting Licking

Sipping

Chewing

c. Specific learned actions that occur inside the mouth

Liquids

Solids
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Blow

Vomit

Burp Spit

Regurgitate

Exhale

d. Actions related to eating (coming out of the mouth)
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a. Size and measurements of the mouth

(total chewing surface +/- 10cm2)(total surface of lips +/- 10cm2)

C. Food metrics

Lips Teeth

5cm

1cm

(surface of taste buds +/- 70cm2)

Tongue

6cm

12cm

6cm

1,5cm

(total volume of mouth cavity +/- 250cm3)

Mouth

5cm
7cm7cm

b. Relation of mouth with utensils/cockery

(maximum capacity +/- 150ml) (maximum capacity  +/- 80ml)

Mouth cavity

Líquids Solids
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American Coffee Espresso Coffee Water Carbonated beverages

Tea Mate (infusion)

 Per day Per cup Per sip 
(average 15ml)

 Per day Per demitasse Per sip 
(average 10ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 30ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 15ml)

 Per day Per glass

Wine Beer

Volume occupied in mouth per sip

Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip

Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per suction

Per sip 
(average 10ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 30ml)  Per day Per cup Per sip 

(average 10ml)
 Per day Per “round” Per suction 

(average 10ml)

c. Liquid and solid intake (per day, session and action)

American Coffee Espresso Coffee Water Carbonated beverages

Tea Mate (infusion)

 Per day Per cup Per sip 
(average 15ml)

 Per day Per demitasse Per sip 
(average 10ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 30ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 15ml)

 Per day Per glass

Wine Beer

Volume occupied in mouth per sip

Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip

Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per suction

Per sip 
(average 10ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 30ml)  Per day Per cup Per sip 

(average 10ml)
 Per day Per “round” Per suction 

(average 10ml)
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American Coffee Espresso Coffee Water Carbonated beverages

Tea Mate (infusion)

 Per day Per cup Per sip 
(average 15ml)

 Per day Per demitasse Per sip 
(average 10ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 30ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 15ml)

 Per day Per glass

Wine Beer

Volume occupied in mouth per sip

Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip

Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per sip Volume occupied in mouth per suction

Per sip 
(average 10ml)

 Per day Per glass Per sip 
(average 30ml)  Per day Per cup Per sip 

(average 10ml)
 Per day Per “round” Per suction 

(average 10ml)
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(average 15ml)
Per bowl 

(average 225ml)
Por spoonfull

(average 150ml of fish,
 200ml french fries)

(average 300ml) (average 15ml)

(average 20ml)
Per plate Per mouthfull

Per plate Per mouthfull

(average 80ml of sausage,
50ml bread)

(average 60ml)

(average 25ml)

(average10ml)

Per bite

Per bitePer portion
(average 120ml) (average 20ml)

Per bitePer portion

Per portion

100ml

Volume occupied in mouth per spoonfull Volume occupied in mouth per mouthfull

Volume occupied in mouth per mouthfull Volume occupied in mouth per bite

Volume occupied in mouth per bite Volume occupied in mouth per bite

100ml

100ml

100ml

100ml

100ml

Soup

Fish with potatoes

Risotto

Chocolate Apple

Choripán
(Sausage on a roll)
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Hands On 
How does our body relate to our eating practices? How do the mouth, hands and the rest of 
the body interact with food? And above all, how do the hands and mouth relate to food and 
beverage preparation and ingestion? At mealtimes, we interact with a variety of elements 
beyond food, both external (spaces, objects, etc.) and our own (mouth, nose, eyes, hands, 
arms, etc.). It is the mouth that tastes and likes, the one that enjoys and disgusts, the one 
that integrates and facilitates the intake, and much much more. It is the hands that serve as 
a link between the external, the otherness, and our own presence and bodily existence; it is 
our way of feeling the world, literally. And it is the body in its entirety that supports the 
mouth and holds the hands, while allowing us to interact with others, with space, and with 
all of its contents. Let's explore it! 

Cooking and eating with your hands involves two different but related aspects (or actions): 
1. Mechanical: These are operations that allow for many practical actions to be taken,

regarding preparation, disposal and eating food. These actions allow food to be
transformed from one state to another, (e.g., kneading dough), divided (e.g.,
separating the amount of pasta to put in a pot), shaped (e.g., mold or bowl a corn
tortilla), reconfigured (e.g., cut onion into slices), mixed (e.g., integrate ingredients for
a cake), staged (e.g., plate it), served, celebrated and eaten, and finally wiped off
your mouth with a napkin.

2. Tactile/sensory: The perception of touch makes it possible to recognize certain
aspects of food (temperature, density, texture, humidity, etc.) in order to make better
decisions in relation to its preparation and ingestion.

Configurations 
Using the hands in the act of cooking and eating requires fine motor skills, coordination of 
movements, and actions that involve small muscles. In turn, our sensory experience of 
touch is the product of the integration of a complex network of neural signals that occur at 
different stages of information processing in the brain. The seamless integration of these 
two aspects of the hands means that we can perform many complex tasks automatically. 



Repertoires 
There are a lot of hands-on practices in preparing and eating food. The repertoire of uses 
and customs is as vast as the human cultures that practice it. At this point, the idea is to 
simply name this fact in order to address it, knowing its long history and contexts, and bring 
it closer to those who are interested in MG for investigative or recreational purposes. One 
way of delimiting this universe of analysis is to differentiate between the repertoires used for 
preparing food and those for eating it. It would be very interesting, once a sufficiently broad 
survey of both has been achieved, to compare them with each other to look for connections 
between the differences and similarities in the practices and evaluations of the crafts of 
cooking and eating, but for now, this is only a hypothesis. 

Repertoires: preparing food 
The repertoire of manual practices for food preparation is so extensive that only a few 
categories of analysis are mentioned here to visualize this diversity. We could consider that 
the evolution of humanity can be read through its gastronomic history, understood as the 
set of factors (tangible and intangible) that describe the transformations of nature towards 
culture, as is the case of tomato-ketchup. Unlike manual practices for eating, food 
preparation is affected by technology since it involves food transformation processes from 
its original state to the desired state using mechanical, physical, and chemical resources; 
while the eating process is about the bodily (and cultural) appropriation of the desired 
object. 

On the one hand (no pun intended) we can differentiate the practices that use only the 
hands from those that use interfaces between the hands and the ingredients that are going 
to be transformed. In this context we consider technology to be any method, technique 
and/or instrument used to operate on these transformations; with which, the use of our 
hands can be considered as the primary technology, properly speaking. The most primitive 
interfaces include those used to break food into more manageable pieces (a whole animal 
into subparts) and also to grind it (especially plant-based food). It is no coincidence that 
these two operations have their oral correlation, in the incisors and molars. 

One way of pondering the infinity of food transformations is an abstraction exercise that 
proposes that all transformation processes can be classified into three large groups: 
mechanical, physical, and chemical processes. These three types can work in a simple or 
complex way. An example of a simple process is cutting a slice of bread using a mechanical 
device to reconfigure the desired piece. An example of a complex process is the case of 
kneading bread, where the physical movements of the dough generate heat, and this 
promotes the leavening action at a chemical level. This simplified statement serves to 
facilitate project exploration, helping to open up new ideas by having a more complete 
conceptual map of what the key concepts and categories of analysis are in food 
transformation (processing). 



Repertoires: eating food 
In order to imagine new ways of using our hands in eating, it is necessary to first review the 
basic actions that already exist, to be able to then detect their possible variations and 
combinations, which would give rise to new configurations that we can do with our hands to 
accompany the proposals of MG. The situations illustrated within this repertoire deal mainly 
with the ways of eating and drinking that are most widespread in the West. Of course, there 
are many more variants and possibilities, given the great diversity of cultures and customs, 
but this small sample is worth mentioning. 





 

New Horizons 
Based on what has been explored in the investigative phase shown in the previous pages, 
issues arise that give way to new ideas to bring to MG. Everything that this exploration 
suggests is very broad; it is literally about "reading hands", making an analogy with this 
divinatory practice. A tour of the hands leads us to recognize the relationship of its parts 
with the whole: we can study, separately, its anatomy and ergonomy, and stop at the nails, 
fingertips, fingers, palm and back, and other elements. From this reading, we can 
understand the hand as an integral form, such as when it is used opened, like a paddle to 
swim, or closed as with a fist to strike. And we can also understand it through its finer 
constituent parts, like when we remove a splinter with our fingernails in a precise and 
coordinated manner. Fine dexterity is possible because we have an opposable thumb, 
which can coordinate with the other four fingers. These mechanical capacities combined 
with the tactile ones allow us to carry out the most varied functions; this is in fact, one of the 
traits that characterizes us as a species. 
 
From a morphological perspective, we can also see the hand as an example of shape, 
configuration, and structure, all in one. The shape of the hand can vary according to our 
desires, the configuration of the hand is defined by its central palm and the five fingers that 
arise from it, and the structure of the hand is defined by the complex network of bones and 
muscles, connected by tendons and ligaments. 
 
Of the gateways that we have explored to imagine new possibilities for the hands in relation 
to food, both for its preparation and its ingestion, the three that have remained on the 
drawing board are; technological translations, resignifications and hands in the mouth. 
 
From the first (technological translations), it suffices to recognize that most of the 
technologies that humanity has developed are based on capacities that surpass the actions 
that the human body can do, even if just hypothetically. Almost all technology, if not all, tries 
to improve the capacities of the human body and mind. In this sense, it would be interesting 
to review food technology capabilities in detail and see their manual correlation as a 
strategy to detect reverse opportunities. That is, instead of going from the manual to the 
technological, go the other way around, as a reverse design exercise, a kind of 
manualization, as a Catalan friend calls, “manual thinking”. 
 
The second way, (resignification of uses and customs) is a logical way to recognize and 
understand patterns made up of various types of factors that often collaborate or inform 
each other, especially cultural and geographical ones. One name given to this phenomenon 
is called hybridization, due to migratory movements, explorations (with or without colonizing 
traits), and also due to random or accidental causes. In the gastronomic (culinary) world 
these mixtures in which new edible recipes are carried out are sometimes called fusion. But 
the fusions can also be understood as transformations of uses and customs, in this case in 
relation to the hands. What is understood as "good practices" is as relative as the recipes: 
an offense in one context turns out to be a compliment in another, and vice versa. The idea 
is to become aware of these social constructs and to recognize ourselves as accomplices, 
rebels, or anywhere in between. All of this is in order to understand why things are the way 
they are and open the game to exploring other typologies that often get confused, such as 
fission with fusion, and trans–discipline , inter-discipline and multi-discipline. 
 
Another factor with a great incidence in food history has been sanitary considerations: many 
of the uses and customs are the result of guidelines considered more hygienic and therefore 
safer, in relation to health. 
 



 

Finally, putting our hands in our mouths may be something of a new frontier, since it is not a 
very frequent practice. Of course, licking fingers has always been done, and with pleasure, 
as a way of taking advantage of every last drop or crumb, and also as a gesture of total 
enjoyment. We may also have had to stick our fingers down our throats to cause vomiting, not 
a very pleasant instance, but sometimes necessary. Outside of these situations, and from 
time to time when we use our hands to clean or release something stuck between our teeth, 
it is not something we usually do. Perhaps new techniques will be discovered to combine 
actions of the fingers with food in the mouth, be it rubbing the tongue or gums, applying 
pressure as does acupressure, discovering areas, as in reflexology, or other operations that 
combine the effects of these actions complementing food and eating. Something interesting 
will surely come up along the way... 
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The Latin American Food Design Network ( www.lafooddesign.org ) is the space where, 
since its foundation in Uruguay in 2013, the understanding of the meanings, purposes and 
scope of FD has been developing, which are proposed here in two complementary 
dimensions: the specific and the general. 

 
FD refers to any action that improves our relationship with food in various instances, 
senses and scales, on a personal or collective level, and in the context of food 
ecosystems made up of edible products and materials, spaces, territories, technologies, 
experiences, processes and practices, tangible and intangible. FD uses the resources of 
design to better understand, envision and participate in the senses of care and health of 
these ecosystems, for the good of all living beings on the very planet that hosts us. 
 
FD is a way of being and interacting with food ecosystems, of rethinking ourselves as 
active decision-makers, accomplices and caretakers of the transversality of food from 
our individual and daily practices, those of our trades, or from social ones, and over time. 
These put into perspective as many voices, knowledge and wisdom necessary to 
improve food contexts from their origins and in their entirety. FD is a community that 
seeks to take care of LIFE from the feeling-thinking-acting of design that transits the food 
pluriverses. 
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